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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research was to develop a compu

tational scheme for the stress analysis of static torsional 

deformation of axisymmetric bodies composed of simple solid 

incompressible materials. The term simple material is used 

here in the sense of all materials which can be adequately 

modeled by a stress constitutive equation which is only a 

function of the first gradient of the deformation. In gen

eral, such constitutive equations are nonlinear. In addi

tion, the analysis is not restricted by the magnitude of the 

deformation experienced by the bodies. This aspect intro

duces additional nonlinearities in the kinematical descrip

tion of the local deformation. The following paragraphs 

describe the major aspects of this problem which were taken 

into account. 

The supporting theory of the deformation of a con

tinuous medium is illustrated for this application, starting 

from first principles. limiting approximations in the 

development are kept to a minimum and are clearly indicated. 

Particular emphasis is placed upon the identification of 

the dependent variables and the coordinate systems used to 

describe these variables. This last aspect has not been 

adequately treated in other developments of computational 

viii 
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procedures for large deformation problems. The primary kin

ematic variables for this analysis are the cylindrical 

coordinates of material points after deformation. 

The equations governing this class of problems are a 

system of three second order and one first order simultane

ous nonlinear partial differential equations over a two 

dimensional domain. Since static problems are considered, 

this system of equations is elliptic. The interpolation 

inherent to the numerical solution of elliptic systems is 

accomplished using the finite element method. This type of 

interpolation results in a large system of nonlinear 

algebraic equations. The solution of these nonlinear alge

braic equations is achieved through the Newton-Raphson 

method. 

Particular attention is paid to the problem of 

verifying that a numerical scheme such as the one proposed 

here will in fact converge to known analytical results. 

There are two aspects to this problem. The first involves 

the question of verifying the convergence of the finite 

element model with increased number of elements. The second 

problem is in connection with the convergence of the numeri

cal scheme employed in searching for a solution to the 

finite element equations. 

A software package written in the FORTRAN IV 

language for automatic assembly and solution of the system 

of nonlinear algebraic equations was developed. 
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Computational difficulties were encountered in connection 

with the specification of force boundary conditions. These 

problems are discussed and recommendations are made for 

future work. The analysis is valid for finite deformation 

of nonlinear elastic, incompressible materials. The 

numerical results point to the need for additional computa

tional work. The numerical solutions presented were found 

to be valid for deformations in which the twisting was 

small. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION » 

The axisymmetric problems that this thesis is con

cerned with may be defined b.y a general mapping of the 

cylindrical coordinates of material points of the body. Let 

(r,z,e) be the cylindrical coordinates of a material point 

after deformation, and let (R,Z,0) be the cylindrical coor

dinates of the same material point before deformation. 

Both sets of coordinates are with respect to the same coor

dinate system. Then the class of problems to be considered 

here may be characterized by 

r = f1(R,Z) 

z = f2(R,Z) (1.1) 

0 = 0 +  f 3 ( R , Z )  

where f^, fg> and f^ are continuous functions of R and Z, 

and fand f2 have simultaneous unique inverses. The 

domain of R and Z is defined by passing a Q - constant 

plane through the body in the undeformed configuration. 

Within the kinematic constraint imposed by Equation (1.1), 

the purpose of this thesis is to develop a procedure for 

1 
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conducting a static stress analysis of axisymmetric incom

pressible elastic bodies, subjected to axisymmetric loading 

and finite deformation. 

Problems of this nature are complicated by the non

linear kinematics of finite deformation and a nonlinear 

constitutive equation relating the stress to the deforma

tion. Both of these aspects are considered in this thesis. 

In the literature to date, the stress analysis of 

axisymmetric bodies, where f^ ̂  0, has been restricted to 

inverse solutions for simple geometric shapes. With the 

continued improvement of high-speed automatic computation 

it is now possible to handle mixed boundary value problems, 

with f^ ̂  0, by numerical methods. This thesis develops a 

particular procedure for arriving at such numerical solu

tions (by use of the finite element method). 

When f^RjZ) = R, f2(R,Z) = Z, and f^(R^Z) = D Z, 

where D is a known constant, Equations (1.1) correspond to 

torsion of a right circular cylinder. Rivlin (1948) solved 

this torsion problem for an arbitrary incompressible elastic 

material using an inverse method. Later he extended this 

solution (Rivlin 19*1-9) to include inflation and the accom

panying longitudinal extension of a right circular cylinder. 

For isotropic, nearly-incompressible and incompress

ible Hookean materials, with Poisson's ratio close to or 

equal to one-half, Herrmann (1965) considered numerical solu

tions to the problem of inflation of a thick walled tube. 
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The interpolation functions used in his Ritz formulation of 

the problem are equivalent to a hybrid finite element 

employing linear interpolation for the displacements and one 

constant stress variable. The constant stress interpolation 

is used to approximate the hydrostatic pressure. 

Numerical solutions of axisymmetric problems for 

finite deformation of a nonlinear material have been consid

ered by Oden and Key (1970)They present a numerical solu

tion for the expansion of a thick walled tube composed on 

the incompressible Mooney material. The finite element 

interpolation that they employ is the same as that used by 

Herrmann. In this thesis the analysis of Oden and Key is 

generalized to allow for twisting of the cylinder. With 

this generalization, it became advantageous to employ the 

functions for interpolation in a manner different from that 

employed by either Herrmann or Oden and Key. Interpolating 

on both the cylindrical coordinates in the deformed config

uration and the components of the displacement vector, with 

respect to a basis of the undeformed cylindrical coordi

nates, was found to be superior to restricting the interpo

lation to the components of the displacement vector. This 

point is considered further in Chapter 6. 

Previous numerical solutions of finite elasticity 

problems have almost uniformly employed the development 

of theoretical elasticity presented by Green and Zerna 

(195*0 • A clearer presentation of the relevant mechanical 



concepts necessary for obtaining numerical solutions is 

achieved in this thesis using the theory of continuous media 

presented by Truesdell and Toupin (i960) and Truesdell and 

Noll (1965). For this reason, an outline of the kinematic, 

kinetic, and thermodynamic concepts for the treatment of 

this problem is given in Chapters 2, 3> and 4. In the same 

light, Chapter 5 considers the constitutive modeling of 

rubber. Through this treatment, by starting from first 

principles, important distinctions between the different 

stress tensors involved in the analysis have been clarified. 

The notation and terminology in this thesis closely 

follow that of Truesdell and Noll (1965) and Oden (1972), 

respectively, when considering theoretical mechanics and 

finite element approximations. Vector and tensor quantities 

are represented in direct notation. As an example, if T is 

a second order tensor that is to be represented in a coordi-
Tr 

nate system with natural basis vectors e and ek (k=l,2,3) 

then the expansion for T may be expressed in any of the four 

following ways 

5-TkmSlc®Sm = Tkm&®Sm 

= Tkm5k®2m = V/®/- C1-2) 

The symbol ® indicates a tensor product. This type of nota

tion has been conveniently presented by Bishop and Goldberg 
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(1968). Indices following a comma indicate partial deriva

tives. Indices following a semicolon indicate covariant 

derivatives. A superposed dot implies a material derivative. 

The Einstein summation convention is implied by a repeated 

pair of covariant and.contravariant indices, unless specifi

cally noted otherwise. 



CHAPTER 2 

KINEMATICS 

Although the problems considered in this paper deal 

with static deformations, it is useful to outline the basic 

principles involved for the more general dynamic situation. 

Consider the motion of a body2?, such that a material point 

of the body in an initial reference configuration CQ, 

located by vector X, is mapped by x into the location 
/v 

denoted by the vector x at time t (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, 

Eq. 21.5) 

x = *(X,t) C2-1) 

Subsequently, when x and X appear as arguments in 
/N-» A/ 

the same equation it will be understood that at any time t, 

Equation (2.1) is satisfied. By using a convected coordi

nate system the coordinates for locations given by x and X 
/v rv 

are the same. Thus the mapping of the coordinates corre

sponding to a particular material point can be written as 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965* Eq. 21.6) 

xk =6k X? (2.2) 
a v ' 

6 
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Since the problems considered here are axisymmetric, 

it is convenient to let the reference coordinate system be 

cylindrical. Thus, let 

Figure 1 depicts these coordinates. Then in terms of the 

unit base vectors, i,, i0, and iQ, of a rectangular carte-
 ̂J_ r>->cz. 

sian coordinate system, the covariant base vectors of the 

reference coordinate system are 

dn(X) = cos 0 in + sin 0 i0 

X1 = R, X2 = Z, X3 = 0. (2.3) 

/vC '"v"0 
(2.4) 

d-(X) = - R sin 0 i, + R cos 0 i0 
/vi. <-w»CL 

and the contravariant base vectors are 

d1(X) = d,(X), d2(X) = d2(X) 

d3(X) = d?(X)/R2 (2.5) 

The unit tensor in this system can be expressed as 

i = eae(x) £a(x)®ap(x) (2 .6 )  
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x =R 

x =Z 

-1 

xJ=© 

x =Z 

v 

Pig. 1 Coordinate Systems 



where 

1 0 0 

= 0 1 0 ( 2 . 7 )  

0 0 R2 
S® 

Let e, (x,t) and e (x,t) denote the unknown natural basis 

vectors of the convected coordinate system in the deformed 

configuration at place x and time t. 

The deformation gradient of the motion I is a 

bivector field denoted by P, and defined by (Truesdell and 

Noll, 1965, Eq. 21.9) 

TV 
P(X,t) = Grad x(X,t) 

= Ski*'*) ® 

(2.8) 

where 

pfc „ _l_ xk(x*,t) - xfc, . 
•a atfx * v a 

lr 
With a convected coordinate system x , = 6 , thus the 

a a 
deformation gradient becomes 

.k 

(2-9) 

F(X,t) = 6 elp(x,t) ® da(X), 
Q, rsjri rsj /v 

(2.10) 

Since the basis e, (x,t) is unknown, it will be con-r**ri 

venient to have a measure of the deformation with reference 

to the bases of the reference coordinate system. Such a 
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measure is supplied by the right Cauchy-Green tensor 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 23.4) 

JS&t) = PT(X,t) . P(X,t). (2.11) 

Substituting Equation (2.10) into this definition gives 

C(X,t) = C „(x,t) da(X) ® dP(X) (2.12) 

where 

I 
a(3 

where S^lx^t) are the components of the unit tensor for the 

<V 5P f2'13' 

convected coordinates in the deformed configuration. 

The displacement of a material point is given by 

u(X,t) = x - X = X(X,t) - X. (2.14) 
<V /V< /N/ /V /V x 

Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to xf1 

gives 

3X ax 
u, (X,t) = Grad x(X,t) • — — (2.15) 
~a ~~ ax? ax? 

where 

Grad X(X,t) = F(X,t) (2.16) 

and 
dx 

Substituting (2.10) and (2.17) into (2.15) one obtains 

u, (X,t) = 6k e.(x,t) - d (X). (2.18) 
~ a ~ a 7 ~<x ~ * 
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Let 

u(x,t) = uP(x,t) ap(x) (2.19) 

then Equation (2.18) may be written as 

<£ MS'*) =5a® 

-5a® + uP;a(x<t> Sp©- (2-2°) 

Since gj^^t) = £k(x,t) • em(x,t), Equation (2.13) may be 

written as 

V-S't) = 6asp • Snte't) <2-21) 

Substituting (2.20) into (2.21) gives 

V-'10 =ĝ ® + UBSat5't> 

+ sY„® (a.22) 

This expression for C^(X,t) is quite useful when the dis

placement components ua or are unknowns in a problem. 

It will be convenient to define the three principal 

invariants of C as 

i(x,t) = cP (x,t) 
~ p U, ~ 

II(X,t) =| 6^® C^(X,t) CY(x,t) (2.23) 

in(x,t) = § 6°% c£(x,t) cV(x,t) oJ(x,t) 

= det [C^(X,t)] 
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The velocity and acceleration of a material par

ticle are given by 

•• •• 

* = xCX'iO' and 2 = x(x>"fc)- (2.24) 

Since the deformation function ̂  can be inverted to give 

X (x,t) (2.25) 

the velocity and acceleration are described spatially by 

-1 
x = x(x,t) = U,t),t) (2.26) 

and 

x = x(x,t) a X(X (x,t),t). (2.27) 

The spatial gradient of the velocity is defined by 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 24.2) 

= grad x(x,t), (2.28) 

where 

= i^fe.t)* (2.29) 

and 

L(x,t) = L. (x,t) ek(x,t) ® em(x,t). (2.30) 

The symmetric part of L is called the stretching tensor, D, 

thus (Truesdell and Noll, 1965j Eq. 25.6): 

*k * Note that the components of x are denoted by x , 
• v 

but that x ^ 
dt 
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D(x,t) = |[L(x,t) + LT(x,t)]. (2.31) 

The relation between the spatial gradient of the velocity 

and the deformation gradient is (Truesdell and Noll, 1965* 

Eq. 24.1) 
-1 

L(x,t) = F(X,t) • F (X,t). (2.32) 

An additional relation for the deformation gradient 

is (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Ecl* 23-l) 

F(X,t) = R(X,t) • U(X,t) 2.33) 

where R is the orthogonal rotation tensor and U is the 

symmetric right stretch tensor. That this decomposition 

exists and is unique is guaranteed by the polar decomposi

tion theorem (Ericksen, I960, Section 43). From Equations 

(2.11) and (2.33), the right Cauchy-Green tensor can be 

expressed as 

C(X,t) = U(X,t) • U(X,t). (2.34) 



CHAPTER 3 

KINETICS 

Assume that all forces acting on the body B are con

tinuous in space and time. If the possibilities for body 

couples, couple stresses, and mutual body forces are ignored, 

then the forces acting on a portion ¥> of the body may be 

considered as follows 

(1) A vector field b(x), called the external body force per 

unit mass, is given. Then the resultant body force 

f£ if, t) acting on fcB at time t is 

where p(x,t) is the density of the body at place x and 
' N/v r«j 

time t. 

(2) A vector field defined for points xedp where bp 

denotes the boundary of p, is called the stress vector 

acting on ~p. Prom Cauchy's fundamental theorem 

(Truesdell and Toupin, i960, Section 203), the stress 

vector can be expressed as 

l-b&'t) = I £(x)p(x,t) dv 

xQ^t) 

(3.1) 

t(x,p,t) = T(x,t) • n(x,p,t) (3.2) 



where n(x,p,t) is the exterior unit normal vector at 
rv 

xed<P and T(x,t) is a second order quantity called 

Cauchy's stress tensor. Using Equation (3.2), the 

resultant contact force, t), exerted on ̂  at time 

t is 

£c(P>"t) = J* T(x,t) • n(x,p»,t) ds. (3.3) 

Cauchy's two laws of motion, for the local conserva

tion of linear and angular momentum, can be stated as 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965* Eqs. 16.6 and 16.7) 

div T(x,t) + p(x,t) b(x) = p(x,t) x(x,t) (3.4) 
rw /v 1 */s/ 1 Vv iv <v 

and 

T(x,t) = TT(x,t) 

• • 

where the acceleration, x(x,t), is given by Equation (2.27). 

Conservation of mass is assured by the satisfaction of 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965^ Eq. 15.14) 

• • 

p(x,t) + p(x,t) div x(x,t) =0. (3.6) 

Since neither x nor the convected coordinate system with 

which to describe x are available, these equations cast an 

unpleasant aspect upon the problems at hand. Being deter

mined to employ a convected coordinate system, one is led 

to consider the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors (Truesdell 

and Noll, 1965* Section 43A). The reason for this 
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transition from the traditional Cauchy stress tensor to the 

Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors is that the latter are more 

conveniently expressed as functions of, and with respect to 

the bases of, the reference coordinates. 

The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, Tt,, which ~r( 

gives the stress at x measured per unit area at X, is given 

by (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 43A.3) 

-T 
TR(X,t) = J(X,t) T(x,t) • F (X,t) (3.7) 

where (Truesdell and Toupin, i960, Eqs. 30.5, 156.2, and 

210.4): 

I • Pn(X) 
J = j(x,t) = i Iii(x,t) = p(x;t)- (3-8) 

Prom Equation (2.10) for the deformation gradient, one 

obtains 

il(X,t) = 6* 3p(X)® em(x,t) (3.9) 

and 

pT(x,t) = 6e em(x,t) ® aB(x). (3.10) 

Substituting (3.10) into (3*7) and letting 

T(x,t) = T^W) e, (x,t) ® e (x,t) (3-H) 

and 

- TRk|S(X't) (3-12) 

yields 

TRkf3(X,t) = J(X,t) fij^^t) (3.13) 
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Note that it would be more descriptive to refer to TR(X,t) 

as a bivector than as a tensor. 

The second Piola-RLrchhoff stress tensor, T(X,t), 
<%» rs-/ 

is given by (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 43A.9) 

T(X,t) = F (X,t) • TR(X,t) (3.14) 

or 

-1 -1 

T(X,t) = J(X,t) P (X,t) • T(x,t) • F (X,t). (3.15) 

If 

T(x,t) =5»f(x,t) ajx)® d5(x) (3.16) 

then substituting (3-9)* (3-12), (3-13), and (3*16) into 

(3-14) yields 

(X,t) = 6g TRkp(X,t) 

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor has the 

same convenient property possessed by the right Cauchy-Green 

tensor, i.e., they both are easily represented in terms of 

the basis of the undeformed convected coordinate system. In 

the next two chapters, arguments will be presented for the 

existence of a constitutive relation between these two 

tensor fields. Such a form, with respect to a basis of the 

undeformed convected coordinates, for the stress-deformation 
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constitute equation is desirable since it is an automorphism 

on a vector space with a known basis. Thus, it can easily 

be expressed in terms of the measure niimbers of the argument 

and the result. Before proceeding along this line, it is 

necessary to consider the boundary tractions again. 

Let 

be the unit outward normal to the surface 3^ of a part P of 

the body ̂  in the reference configuration. Then the stress 

vector per unit area of the undeformed body is (Truesdell 

and Noll, 1965, Eq. 43A.5) 

= TR(X,t) • nR(X,/>) 

- TRkp(5't) <3-19> 

In terms of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, 

(3.19) becomes 

tR(X,t,^) = 6 p̂(X,t) nRp(X,^) £k(x,t). (3.20) 



CHAPTER 4 

THERMODYNAMICS OP HYPERELASTIC 

MATERIALS 

The first law of thermodynamics, for a local energy 

balance, in a continuum with heat transfer is (Truesdell and 

Noll, 1965, Eq. 79.3) 

p(x,t) e(x,t) = tr{T(x,t) • D(x,t)] 

+ div h(x,t) + p(x,t) q(x,t) (4.1) 

where p is the density, e is the material derivative of the 

internal energy, T is the Cauchy stress tensor, D is the 

stretching tensor, h is the heat flux vector, and q is the 

specific supply of heat from internal sources. The second 

law of thermodynamics may be stated locally as (Truesdell 

and Noll, 1965, Eqs. 79.8-79-11) 

p(x,t) e(x,t) ri(x,t) > div h(x,t) + p(x,t) q(x,t) 

h(x,t) • grad e(x,t) 

e(x,t) (4.2) 

where 0 is the absolute temperature and n is the material 

derivative of the specific entropy. 

19 
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The class of problems considered in this paper is 

assumed to be isentropic (n(x,t) s 0), with no heat transfer 

by conduction (h(x,t) s 0) or by radiation (q (x,t) h 0). 
/s-» /">-* rsj N ' 

Under these restrictions, the second law of thermodynamics 

is identically satisfied and the first law of thermodynamics 

reduces to 

p(x,t) e(x,t) = tr{T(x,t) • D(x,t)} (4.3) 
r̂ j r\-» «>v 1 ' 

Thus far in this development there are eleven 

unknown scalar functions to be determined, i.e., T(x,t), /-W XIN> 
u(X,t) or x(X,t), e(x,t), and p(x,t). The number of scalar 

equations available thus far is five, i.e., continuity 

(3-6), conservation of linear momentum (3.4), and the first 

law of thermodynamics (4.3)- The apparent defect of six 

equations will be made up by introducing some constitutive 

equations. 

A material is said to be elastic if the stress at 

any time depends only upon the local deformation at that 

time and is independent of the history of the deformation. 

The local deformation is completely specified if the defor

mation gradient is known. Thus, let 

T(x,t) = S[P(X,t)] (4.4) 

This tensor valued function of a tensor represents six 

scalar equations. Before deciding that Equation (4.4) repre

sents what is needed to complete the problem, it is 
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interesting to consider a constitutive equation for the 

specific internal energy. Let 

e(x,t) = E:[F(X,t)]. (4.5) 

Taking the material derivative of Equation (4.5), 

e(x,t) = tr J|^-[F(X,t)] • . (4.6) 

Substituting this result into the first law, (4.3), and 

using (2.31) and (3-5)* gives 

ete'*) tr (lip-IStX'*'1 ' Z (*>*>! 

= tr[T(x,t) • L(x,t)} (4.7) 

Prom Equation (2.32), 

• T 
P (X,t) = FT(X,t) • LT(x,t). (4.8) 

Substituting (4.8) into (4.7)* 

p ^ )  t r  { I *  f&V ' *?(*>*)} 

= tr I T(x,t) • LT(x,t)} . (4.9) 

Since this equality must be true for all L, it follows that 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 82.9)  

T(x,t) =• p(x,t) |fHP(X,t)l • £T(X,t) (4.10) 

or, using Equation (3«5)> 
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T(x,t) = p(x,t) F(X,t) ' I |^-[F(X,t)]}T .  (4 .11)  

Comparing Equations (4 .4)  and (4 .11) ,  it is seen that the 

specific internal energy is a type of potential for the 

stress functional. Such materials, for which the relation 

between the stress and the deformation is derivable from the 

internal energy functional are said to be hyperelastic. 

The internal energy is assumed to be frame indiffer

ent at each point in space for all time (Truesdell and Noll, 

1965, Sections 17 and 79)• Thus for all orthogonal tensors 

Q(X,t) and all admissible F(X,t), 

^;[P(x , t ) ]  =  S[Q(x, t )  •  p (x , t ) ]* .  (4 .12)  

Using Equation (2 .33)  and letting Q(X,t) = RT(X,t), gives 
Vv vv 

Q(X,t) • F(X,t) =U(X,t). (^.13) 

Substituting (4 .13)  into (4 .12) ,  

£[F(X,t)] = E)[U(X,t)] . (4 .14)  r>j 

Equation (4 .14)  states that the internal energy functional 

is only a function of the right stretch tensor, and is 

therefore independent of the rotation. This result together 

with Equation (2.34) allows a new functional for the 

specific internal energy, with argument C, to be defined: 

* P is a bivector, hence it is rotated as a vector. 
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0[C(X,t)] H El[P(X,t)]. (4.15) 
/v »v 

The right Cauchy-Green tensor, C, is the measure of 

the stretching that will be used in this thesis. Thus, the 

next step is to determine how to express the stress in terms 

of this new functional 0. Since (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, 

Eq. 84.9): 

= trf|§[C(X,t)] • [AT • P(X,t) +PT(X,t) • A] J 

= 2 tr| |§[C(X,t)] ' ̂(2^) * (^-l6) 

for all tensors A, the following identity relates the gradi

ents of the two specific internal energy functionals 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 84.10) 

Substituting (4.17) into- (4.11), 

T(x,t) = 2p(x,t) P(X,t) • |§[C(X,t)] ' FT(X,t).(4.l8) 

Combining Equations (3.8), (3-9)* and (3.14), 

pn(X) -1 -T 
(Z-V ' Sfe-t) • 2 &V- (^-M) 
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From (4.18) and (4.19)* the following relation is obtained 

for the functional relating the second Piola-Kirchhoff 

stress tensor to the right Cauchy-Green tensor: 

T(X,t) = 2 Po(X) |§[0(X,t)]. (4-20) 
A/ 

If the material is assumed to have the internal con

straint of incompressibility, then the constitutive func

tional only determines the extra stress (Truesdell and Noll, 

1965> Section 30). The extra stress Tg is defined to be the 

stress minus the indeterminate component of the stress, 

Ss&t) = Z&V + Fp&V £ (£'*)' <4'21) 

where Pp is the indeterminate pressure. In this case, Equa

tion (4.20) becomes 

~ -1 
T(X,t) = - Pp(X,t) C (X,t) + 2 pQ(X) |§[C(X,t)]. (4.22) 

(V 

For problems with incompressible materials the density 

ceases to be an unknown function, but the indeterminate 

pressure is a new unknown function. Also, the continuity 

equation becomes an identity and the kinematic condition 

III(X,t) = 1, from Equation (3.8), needs to be imposed. 

Appendix II contains a discussion of the various pressure 

terms involved in this thesis. 



CHAPTER 5 

A CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR RUBBER 

Natural and synthetic rubbers can be modeled as 

incompressible elastic materials. Prom a purely mechanical 

point of view, the general form of such a constitutive 

equation, relating the right Cauchy-Green tensor to the 

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, is (Appendix I) 

~ -1 
£(&t) = - Pp(x,t) c (x,t) +Z [c(x,t)] (5.1) 

where X is a nonlinear tensor valued tensor function and 

P (X,t) is the indeterminate pressure. Since III(X,t) = 1 

for isochoric motions, Z need only be defined for this class 
(V 

of arguments. 

When the material is isotropic, Equation (5.1) can 

be reduced to (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Eq. 49-7) 

T(x.t) = - Pp(x-t) £ (2-t) + 10[i(x,t),n(x,t)] 1 

+ \[I(X,t),II(X,t)] C(x,t) (5.2) 

where and Hn are scalar valued functions of the first o '1 

two principal invariants I and II of C. 

25 
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If the material is assumed to be hyperelastic and 

isotropic, then from Equation (4.22) 

~ -1 vj=: 
T(X,t) = - Pp(X,t) C (X,t) + 2 Po(X) §§[l(X,t),Il(X,t)] 

(5-3) 

where, from isotropy, 0 is defined by 

0[I(X,t),II(X,t)] =0[C(X,t)]. (5-4) 
cv 

Then, using the chain rule, 

||[I(X, t ) , I I (X, t ) ]  = ||[I(X , t ) , I I (X - , t ) ]  

+ | f r [ l (x , t ) , l l (x , t ) j  ^§[£(X, t ) ] .  (5.5) 

Noting that (Ericksen, i960, Eq. A38.I6)  

f§ [C(X,t ) ]  -  1  (5 .6)  

^J§[0(x , t ) ]  =  I (X,t )  1  -  c(x , t )  

ithen (5-5) becomes 

||[I(X,t) , I I (X,t)] = [ Hri(X,t) , I I (X,t)] 

- |^[I(X,t),Il(X,t)] C(X,t). (5.7) 
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Substituting (5-7) into (5»3) and comparing with (5.2) 

yields 

~|0[I(X,t),II(X,t)] = 2 PQ(X) | |§[l(X,t),Il(X,t)] 

+ I(X,t) §§j[I(X,t),II(X,t)]} (5.8a) 

l-JI^t^II^t)] = - 2 po(x) |^[I(X,t),II(X,t)] (5.8b) 

For this investigation, a theoretical material known 

as the Mooney material will be employed to model rubber-like 

materials. This model corresponds to the case 

0[I(X,t),II(X,t)] = A1{I(X,t) - 3} (5-9) 

+ A2 (II(X,t) - 3} 

where and A2 are constants which must be experimentally 

determined. Equation (5-9) implies that 

|f[I(X,t),Il(X,t)] = A2 

and (5-10) 

|^[I(X,t),Il(X,t)] = A2. 

Combining (5.2), (5.8), and (5.10), yields the following 

form for the constitutive equation of a Mooney material 
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T(X,t) = - Pp(X,t) C^t) + 2 pQ(X) {[Ax + l(X,t) A2] 1 

-A2£(X,t)}. (5.11) 

Equation (5.11) is the type of constitutive model that will 

be employed in this work. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

6.1 Modeling of the Reference 
Configuration 

Following the procedure of Oden (1972), let K be the 

region in three-dimensional Euclidean space occupied by the 

body^ in the reference configuration, i.e., the domain of 

the body before deformation. Points in the 0=0 plane, 

X1, X2, . . . , XG e#, are specified and called global 

nodes. These global nodes are connected together by simplex 

finite elements, with three nodes each. The finite elements 

are bodies of revolution which have a triangular cross 

section in the 0=0 plane, and are symmetric about the Z 

axis. The domain of element e is denoted by r . The inter

section of any two different elements is of measure zero. 

Let the number of finite elements be denoted by E. 

The three global nodes of each finite element are 

redefined as local nodes. For element e the local nodes are 

denoted by y} N, Y? <., and Y? . This allows the following 
~(e) ~(e)' ~(e) 

E mappings to be defined (Oden, 1972, Eq. 7.3) 

t- 'AH)  ̂

29 
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where 

_ ( 1 if / = "N 

if otherwise. 

'a'A _ 1 if A = Y /_\ AN~ < ~ ~(e) (6.2) 

Another set of E mappings which send the global nodes into 

the local nodes is defined as (Oden, 1972, Eq. 7-5) 

lie) - f <6-3) 

where 

f1 if Y?y = 
n A ~ \ ~( e )  ~  (6 .4)  

I 0 if otherwise. 

Over each finite element three local basis func

tions are defined by (Oden, 1972, Eq. 10.101b) 

(e) (e) (e) i 
= a

N + b
Ni X1, N = 1, 2, 3 (6.5) 

where (Oden, 1972, Eq. 10.10b) 

^21 y32 y31 y22 

w <  
{
(̂ , = { *31 y12 . *11 y32 }> (6.6) 

yll y22 _ y21 y12 



r ( 6 )  ,  

T BNI^ ~ 2 A 

and 

(e) 

y22 _ y32 

Y32 _ ^2 

Y12 - Y22 

y31 _ y21 

Y11 _ y31 

^1 _ yll 

1 

H
 
H
 kH y12 

2 A(e) = det 1 y21 22 Y (6.8) 2 A(e) = det 

1 y31 

OJ 

0 

0 

0 
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(6-7) 

where |A(e)| is cross sectional area of element e and 

Y(e) = (yN1' Ŷ > yN3)' N = 1, 2, 3. (6.9) 

( e )  
Note that \lf^(X), I = 1, 2, 3 are identically equal to zero 

outside the domain of element e. A set of G global basis 

function §^(X) is defined by (Oden, 1972, Eq. 7.20) 

E (e)w (e) 
= S n A »N®' A'

1
' 
2

' • . , G. (6.10) 

Consider a scalar function F(X) defined over the 

region % occupied by the body# in the reference configura

tion. This function can be approximated over the region 

r
e 

by 

( e )  
F(X) » f ê) *N(X), N = 1, 2, 3, (6.11) 



where are interpolation coefficients. Likewise, F(X) 

may be approximated over 71 by 

F(X) « FA $a(X), A = 1, 2, . . . , G, (6.12) 

where the are the coefficients for this interpolation. 

These two approximations are locally equivalent if the 

coefficients F 

7.16 and 7.17) 

coefficients FA and are related by (Oden, 1972, Eqs 

fA= (AV?e) t6-") 
and 

(e) = n AP * (6*14) 

When a tensor valued function of X is to be approx

imated, the above procedure is used on the scalar valued 

components of the tensor. 

6.2 Kinematics of a Finite Element 

It has been tacitly assumed that the local coordi

nate systems for the finite elements are identical with the 

global convected coordinate system. Therefore, in the 

reference configuration all the local element coordinate 

systems are the same cylindrical system. 

Consider Equation (1.1) for the mapping of cylindri

cal coordinates associated with the deformation. The rela

tion between these coordinates and the physical components 
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of the displacement vector with respect to the basis of the 

cylindrical coordinates in the undeformed configuration is 

u(R) = r cos(e~0) - R = f^(R,Z) cos[f3(R,Z)] - R 

u(Z) = z - Z = f2(R,Z) (6.15) 

u(0) = r sin(e-0) = f1(R,Z) sin[f3(R,Z)] 

The covariant components of the displacement vector are 

given by 

u.^ = u(R), u2 = u(Z), u3 = R u(0). (6.16) 

If the functions i = 1, 2, 3, are approximated by the 

local interpolation functions, one obtains 

(e) 
f.(R,Z) « f* N̂(X), Xere. (6.17) 

Using this interpolation the components of the displacement 

vector in Equation (6.15) may be approximated. The covari

ant derivatives of the covariant components of displacement 

are 

Vp&t) = ua,e&t) - Q® <6-l8> 

where, dispensing with arguments, 
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u l , l  "  f l , l  c o s  f 3 " f l  f 3, l  s i n  f 3 " 1  

u l ,2  = f i ,2  c o s  f 3 ~ f l  f 3,2  s i n  f 3 

U2,1 ~ f2,l 

2 = ̂ 2 2 

u3,l = (fi + R fi,i) sin f3 + R fi f3,i cos f3 

u l ,3  =  u 2,3  =  u 3,3  =  °  

As an alternate approach, ua(X,t) may be approxi

mated locally as 

ua(X,t) = u*(t) (̂ (X), Xere (6.20) 
(e) 

Using Equation ( 6 . 2 0 ) ,  the covariant derivatives of these 

components of the displacement vector may be approximated as 

- u^(t) (^<p(x) + £«(x) (»*(t) %x) 

(6.21) 

and 

uio(X,t)=g (X)u^(X,t) (6.22) 
ajpv~ ' anv~' 1 K ' 

In this work, two interpolation schemes will be 

utilized. The cylindrical coordinates for the deformed 

configuration of the body (r,z,e), will be taken as the 

primary kinematic unknowns. For the calculation of the 

right Cauchy-Green tensor the interpolation given by 
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Equation (6.17) will be used. In the next section, on the 

kinetic aspects of this analysis, the development is depen

dent upon a linear approximation for the components of the 

displacement vector in terms of the interpolation functions. 

Thus in that portion of the analysis it will be convenient 

to employ the interpolation given by Equation (6.20) where 

the nodal values for the displacement, u â, are computed 
( e )  

through Equations (6.15) and (6.16) after the interpolation. 

The advantage of this combined interpolation scheme 

may be seen by comparing Equations (6.15), (6.17), and 

(6.20). The trigonometric functions in Equation (6.15) are 

inherent to the class of axisymmetric problems considered 

here. But, the functions f^(R,z) may be linear or even 

constant for physically reasonable deformations. Thus by 

employing the interpolation of Equation (6.17), one avoids 

attempting to approximate the trigonometric functions in 

Equations (6.15). 

6.3 Kinetics of a Finite Element 

Consider Cauchy's first law of motion, Equation 

(3.4) 

div T(x,t) + p(x,t) b(x) = p(x,t) x(x,t). (6.23) 

Take the dot product of this equation with the velocity 

x(x,t) 
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• • 

x(x,t) • div T(x,t) + p(x,t) x(x,t) • b(x) r»-» rss rrf Sv' 
(6.24) 

•  • •  

= p(x,t) x(x,t) • x(x,t). 

Using Equation (2.28) 

x(x,t) • div T (',t) = div fx(x,t) • T(x,t)} 

(6.25) 

- tr {L(x,t) • T(x,t)} 

and 

x(x,t) • x(x,t) = ̂  {x(x,t) • x(x,t)}. (6.26) 

The kinetic energy of finite element e is 

K/ei(t) =i f p(x,t) x(x,t) • x(x,t) dv(x,t). 

x(reĴ ^ (6.27) 

Taking the material derivative of (6.27), (Truesdell and 

Toupin, I960, Eq. 81.2) 

Ke(t) =-| J* {P(x,t) x(x,t) • x(x,t) 

~(rejt) (6.28a) 

• • • 

+p(x,t) x(x,t) * x(x,t) div x(x,t)l dv(x,t) 
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^e)^) =1 I Cp(*>t) *(x,t) • x(x,t) _ 

^(re,t) 

* • • • 

+ x(x,t) ' x(x,t) [p(x,t) +p(x,t) div x(x,t)]} dv(x,t). 

By equation (3.6), the second term in the integrand is 

identically zero. Thus, combining (6.28b) and (6.26) 

K(e)(t) = J p(x,t) x(x,t) • x(x,t) dv(x,t). (6.29) 

x(re'^) 

Substituting (6.25) into (6.24) and integrating over 

the deformed domain of element e, using the divergence 

theorem, gives 

^e)^) + ! tr{L(x,t) • T(x,t)}dv(x,t) =W(e)(t) 

x(reJt^ 
~ e  (6.30) 

where 

X^e'^ (6.31) 

+ / p(x,t) x(x,t) • b(x) dv(x,t) 
xOv*) es' 

is the mechanical power being transmitted to element e due 

to the action of the surface tractions and body forces. By 
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comparing the second term of (6.30) with (4.3), it is seen 

that this term is the internal energy of element e. 

It would be more convenient if the domains of inte

gration in Equations (6.29), (6.30), and (6.31) were with 

respect to the undeformed configuration, r , of element e. 

Making this transformation of the integrals is the next task 

to be reckoned with. To relate the differential elements of 

volume, the formula of Euler is available (Truesdell and 

Toupin, I960, Eq. 20.9) 

dv(x,t) = J(X,t) dV(X). (6.32) 

Thus, using Equation (3.8), 

p(x,t) dv(x,t) = pQ(X) dV(X). (6.33) 

Since 

and 

u(X,t) = x(x,t) (6.34) 

u(X,t) =x(x,t), (6.35) 

the material derivative of the kinetic energy of element e 

may be expressed as 

^(e) (t) = J P0® * £(&*) dV(X). (6.36) 
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In order to transform the integral of the body force it is 

convenient to assume that the body force is constant through

out space, b(x) = b = constant. Then rv 

J* p(x,t) x(x,t) • b(x) dv(x,t) 

(6-37) 

- J" POW AV®' 
re 

The relation between the stress vectors of Equations (3.2) 

and (3-19) is (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, Section 43A, foot

note 3) 

tR(X,t) dA(X) = t(x,t) da(x,t). (6 .38)  

Thus 

x(9rê ) 

J x(xjt) ' T(x,t) ' n(x,t) da(x,t) 

(6-39) 

- ,r H&t) • 2r &i 0 • 2b ® dA® 
3re 

Combining Equations (2.32) and (3-15)^ 

J(X,t) L(x,t) * T(x,t) = P(X,t) • T(X,t) • FT(X,t). 
aj n r A-j r. I a. » a a a. • ̂  A j * ̂  • 

(6.40) 
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Using (6.32) and (6.40), 

f tr{L(x,t) • T(x,t)} dv(x,t) U (%/ ViJ Ai rw 
x(re'^ , 
~ e (6.41) 

= J tr{F(X,t) • T(X,t) • FT(X,t)} dV(X). 

r_ 

Summarizing the development to this point, the integrated 

form of Cauchy's first law, with a constant body force, 

may be written as 

^(e)^)  + J  t r{F(X, t )  * T (&t)  •  P T (X, t )}  dV(X) = W ( e ) ( t )  

re (6.42) 

where 

w(e)(t) = I * atS'-O'SR® dA^ 
3r 

e (6.43) 

+ 5 * J* P0® dV(X) 

and the material derivative of the kinetic energy of element 

e is given by Equation (6 .36) .  

The next step of the analysis is to examine the inte

grand in Equation (6.42) in somewhat greater detail. Prom 

Equations (2.8) and (2.14), 

Grad u(X,t) = F(X,t) - 1. (6.44) 
a. m mm t a. 1 a. 1 i 
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Thus 

F(X,t) = 1 + Grad u(X,t) rw» '<v» rJ /v 

= t«p + "%<*'*)! 4® (6-^5) 

and 

FT(X,t) = [6? + ua (X,t)] dp(X) ® d (X). (6.46) 

Also, from (6.44), 

F(X,t) = Grad u(X,t) = Grad u(X,t) rj r*~> /vN/v <vN<v 

(6-^) 

Combining Equations (3.16), (6.46), and (6.47), 

tr{F(X,t) • T(X,t) * FT(X,t)} 

(6.48) 

(sjj + uV;ri(2't)l • 

It has been found that Cauchy's first law of motion 

may be integrated over the undeformed configuration of an 

element. Except for the assumption of a constant body force, 

these equations are still exact within the framework of 

theoretical mechanics set forth in this thesis. The final 

and principal task of this subchapter is to set forth a 

means of determining the constraint that Equation (6.42) 

imposes upon a finite element representation of the displace

ment at each point in a deformed body. From Equation (6.19), 
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the velocity and acceleration within element e may be approx

imated as 

u(x,t) - ;»e)o(t) 3
a(x) 

and (6.49) 

u(x , t )  =  u [ e ) a ( t )  * N (X)  a a (x ) .  

Substituting (6.49) into (6.43), the mechanical power input 

to element e is approximated by 

(e)a 
We(t) = >H'(t)u[e)a(t) = ['0N +'SN» J ê)a(t), (6 .50)  

where 

(e)a (e) 
GN Po® dv® (6-51) 

re 
and 

(SN (t) = J (®^(x) da(X) ' TR(X,t) * nR(X) dA(X). (6 .52)  
3re 

(e)a 
In finite element analysis, PN is usually described as the 

generalized nodal force acting on element e, at local node 

N, in the a direction. 

Substituting (6.49) into (6 .36) ,  the time rate of 

change of kinetic energy for element e may be approximated 

as 

= (mL (6"53) 

(e)a (e)a IN 
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where 

(e) (e) (e) 
mNM = J' PO® ^M®. DV(X)' (6-54) 

re 

From Equations (6.21) and (6.22), the following 

approximation is obtained for the gradient of the velocity, 

VeQS-t) = "<>)<»<*> (5-55) 

Substituting (6 .55)  into (6 .48) ,  and the result into 

(6 .42) ,  

^(e )a(t)J'[ 5?(" C (~} (̂ (2) 71 (X, t) [ 6 J+u^ (X, t) ] dV(X) 

re 

+ Ke(t) = We(t). (6 .56)  

Substituting (6 .50)  and (6 .53)  into (6 .56) ,  

+ = °- t6-57' 

By the argument that (6 .57)  must be true for an arbitrary 

velocity field, the following equations of constrained 

motion for finite element e, are obtained 



J" K •»,9®-ripW dv® 

(6.58) 

Equation (6 .58) ,  with u^^(t) s 0, is the constraint, 

implied by conservation of linear momentum, which must be 

imposed upon the finite element approximations to displace-

imated within element e, this equation is equivalent to an 

equation developed by Oden using an older formulation of 

finite elasticity (Oden, 1972, Eq. 13.84). Prom Oden's 

analysis it was not clear which stress tensor occurred in 

Equation (6.58). Prom the analysis conducted here, it is 

clear that the proper stress tensor in this equation is T, 

the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. 

6.4  Assembly of a Problem 

Generalized global nodal forces for the body force, 

Ga, and surface tractions, SA, are defined as (Oden, 1972, 

Section 13-5) 

ment fields employed in this paper. When uY^(X,t) is approx-

S n  nA GnK(£A) (6*59) 

and 

sm (6-6°) 
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where, G^ and are the forces acting on global node A due 

to all finite elements incident upon node A. For nodes 

interior to^f, SA = 0, but in general for nodes on the bound-

ary of 2f, e ^ 0. Body forces will be neglected in 

the class of problems considered here, thus for all nodes 
(e)a 
GN ~ °* 

The equilibrium equations at the nodes are thus 

f  ®  ( e ) ° 0  ,  t r  r  \  
=(e^inA PN]^(2A) (6'61) 

A = 1, 2, . . . , G 

(e)a 
where the are calculated from Equation (6.58). At all 

interior nodes the components f^j from Equation (6.17), 

will be unknowns. At each boundary node, in each of the 

/ \ N three independent directions, d (XA), either a f . component ~a i 
or a generalized nodal force component will be unknown. 

By approximating the indeterminate pressure, P (,X,t), 

as a constant in each finite element, an additional unknown, 

p(e)' ob"ka:i-ne3 f°r each element. Thus there are 3G 
N rr unknown components of f ̂  and S û and E unknown indetermi

nate pressure terms. There are 3G scalar nodal equilibrium 

equations. For each element the incompressibility condition 

(e) 
III(X,t) =1, e = 1, 2, . . . , E (6.62) 



can be imposed. This gives 3G + E algebraic equations for 

3G 4- E unknowns, i.e., a complete system of equations for 

the approximate analysis of axisymmetric incompressible 

elastic solids. 

6.5 Programming Details 

This section contains a discussion explaining how 

the equations derived above have been organized for computa

tional purposes. The program here referred to is listed in 

Appendix III. Detailed comment statements in the program 

listing describe the individual subroutines. In order to 

connect this dialogue with the program listing, specific 

subroutines will be denoted by a subroutine name enclosed 

in square brackets. 

A given model for a body is represented by first 

declaring the undeformed nodal coordinates [GENPT], in the 

desired order. Freedoms can be suppressed [SUP] at these 

nodes, creating generalized force 'unknowns. Initial 

guesses for [IDIS] or prescribed values for [DISPL] cylin

drical coordinates after deformation can be specified at the 

notes. Generalized nodal loading may be specified [LOAD]. 

Ey indicating three corner nodes, simplex finite elements 

are established [TRI]. All input and output [NODE,LIST, 

PSTR] data are in physical components, whereas the computa

tions are performed on curvilinear tensor components. 
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Specific lengthy computations (such as Equation 

(2.22) computed in SUBROUTINE RCGT) are executed by calling 

utility matrix manipulation subroutines [INVR,KRONDL,MTM, 

MA.M,SMM,TMT21,MMV, VAV] . The calculation of the stress pro

ceeds as follows: Nodal values of deformed cylindrical 

coordinates [DISI] and coefficients for element interpola

tion functions [SIM2] are combined [DEFG] to calculate the 

covariant derivatives of the displacement components. Next, 

the right Cauchy-Green tensor is assembled [RCGT] and sub

stituted into the constitutive equation [STRS] to obtain the 

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. Given the stress, the 

generalized nodal loading on an element may be calculated 

[PNOD] . 

The system of simultaneous linear algebraic equa

tions to be solved at each step in the Newton-Raphson method 

[NERA] are solved by Gaussian Elimination [BGAS]. The 

required matrix of partial derivatives [PART] is approxi

mated using first order central differences. The system of 

equations is automatically arranged [ORBR] so as to obtain 

a banded matrix. This arrangement is accomplished by 

inserting the incompressibility equation for an element, 

immediately after all the equilibrium equations, for nodal 

freedoms of the element have been employed. This banded 

matrix (nonsymmetric) is stored according to the band width, 

with a corresponding advantage in storage space. 



Convergence of the Newton-Raphson method is established by-

examining a norm of the residuals to the equations [RSDT]. 

The equilibrium equations at freedoms where a gen

eralized force is unknown are automatically ignored [ORDR] 

during the solution [NERA] for the unknown cylindrical 

coordinates and indeterminate pressures. Subsequent to such 

a solution it is recognized that the current residuals to 

the above-mentioned equations are negatives of the corre

sponding generalized force unknowns. This is the standard 

separation of equations that is used in large scale finite 

element programs. 



CHAPTER 7 

TORSION 

This chapter is concerned with numerical solutions 

to the torsion problem originally solved by Rivlin (1948), 

which was mentioned in Chapter 1. Rivlin solved the prob

lem by an inverse method, in which the displacement field is 

assumed known throughout the body. Using the computer pro

gram listed in Appendix III, this problem was solved in two 

different ways. First, it was solved as an inverse problem, 

and then it was solved as a mixed boundary value problem, 

in which both tractions and displacements were specified as 

boundary conditions. 

Prom a practical standpoint, inverse solutions to 

mechanics problems are of little use. When the displace

ment field is completely specified, one is generally forced 

to accept tractions on the boundary that are difficult to 

interpret in a practical application. Their utility in this 

study arose from the fact that inverse solutions are, at 

present, the only analytical solutions available for unre

stricted finite deformation of nonlinear elastic materials. 

Thus in order to compare numerical results with analytical 

results, one is forced to consider this class of problems. 

49 
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An economical first test on the accuracy of interpo

lation can be formulated from an analytical solution to a 

problem. Due to interpolation errors, an exact analytical 

solution is not the solution to the nonlinear algebraic 

equations derived in Chapter 6. But with refinement of the 

finite element mesh size, the numerical solution must con

verge to the analytical solution. The residuals to the 

equations of constrained motion and the incompressibility 

equations must decrease as the number of elements is 

increased. A measure of convergence rate as a function of 

grid size is obtained by comparing the magnitudes of these 

residuals for a number of -uniformly refined finite element 

models of the same inverse problem. 

After having established the convergence rate with 

grid size, it is then revealing to determine for given mesh 

sizes, how close the solutions to the approximate numerical 

system of equations are to the exact analytical solution. 

This second test involves solutions of boundary value prob

lems of a practical nature. 

7.1 An Analytic Solution 

Consider two identical cylindrical coordinate sys

tems in which points are denoted by (R,Z,0) and (r,z,e). 

The (R,Z,0) system is used to locate material points in 

the undeformed body and the (r,z,e) system is used to locate 

points in the deformed body. For torsion of a hollow right 
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circular cylinder (with inside radius R^ and outside radius 

Rg) planes normal to the Z axis remain plane and undergo a 

pure rotation proportional to their distance from the Z = 0 

plane. Then, the deformation for this problem is given by 

( 7 . 1 )  

where D is the twist per unit length along the Z-axis. 

It readily follows from the deformation that the 

components of the right Cauchy-Green tensor and the second 

Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, with respect to the unde-

formed coordinates, are 

Ca = 

0 0 

0 11 + (DR)2! D R2 

0 D 

and 

rrCC. — 
• P  

P
P 
+*i -

0 ~ Pp +̂ 1 

+ W (1+R2D2-I)| 
-1 - ! 

0 

D2R2(p + <2 ) 
p l 

(7.2) 

D (Pp + SL ) ! -Pp(l + O ) 

1 I +5 - ii(i-i) 
i -i 

( 7 . 3 )  
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for the Mooney material (for which J} and are equal to 
1 -1 

constants). If the radial stress is taken as zero on the 

outside surface R = It,, then 

Pp D2 (R2-R|) + h (1 - II). 
-1 

( 7 . 4 )  

The components of the Cauchy stress tensor with respect to 

the cylindrical coordinates in the deformed configuration 

are 

T^ = 
m 

p +h + h 
c i -i 

0 

0 -pc+ h I 

1 | 
+ i (I+D2R2) 
-1 I 

R2D(l2 - h ) 
1 -1 

0 ; d(!j - h) -p + h 
i -i 

( 7 . 5 )  

-1 

+ h (I+D2R2) 
1 

If the radial stress is again taken to be zero on the sur

faces R = R2, then 

P =!l + tl-ill D2(R2 - Rg2) • 
c 1 -1 ^ 1 ^ 

( 7 . 6 )  

The numerical values used for the Mooney constants 

in the computations in this chapter were taken as typical 

values from data for vulcanized rubber, presented by 
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Rivlin and Saunders (1951, Section 4). The response coeffi

cients and ^2 used here are related to the and 

of Rivlin and Saunders by jj - 2 7TT~ and h- = ~ 2 It-* 
1 d±l -1 2 

Alternately, in terms of the coefficients and A£ of Equa

tions (5-10), = 2 pQ A2 and = - 2Pq Ag. 

7.2 Inverse Solutions 

It has been demonstrated by Synge (1957, Section 

3.8) that for bilinear interpolation of functions over tri

angular regions the first derivatives of these functions 

should converge linearly with the largest dimension of the 

triangular region (if the angles of the triangular region 

remain constant). Since the stress is constructed from 

these derivatives, the generalized nodal loading, in Equa

tion (6.58), should converge in the same linear fashion, as 

the finite element grid is uniformly refined. Consider the 

residuals to the equations of constrained motion (for a 

static problem, the equations of equilibrium). The resul

tant forces acting on an element decrease linearly with 

element size, as the element becomes smaller through uniform 

grid refinement. Thus if the residuals are normalized with 

respect to element size (by multiplying all residuals by the 

ratio of a standard linear dimension to that of the largest 

linear dimension of any element connected to the node in 

question) the magnitude of the normalized residuals should 

converge to zero with element size. Moreover, such 



convergence should be at least linear with respect to ele

ment dimension. Note that the convergence of the residuals 

to the incompressibility equations can not be determined 

for inverse solutions to the torsion problem considered 

here, since the kinematic interpolation is exact. 

For the torsion problem with R^ = 1.00 in., Rg = 

1.50 in., ill =48.0 psi., and j[ = - 5-7 psi., inverse solu-
1 -1 

tions were computed for the grids illustrated in Figure 2, 

for D = 10., and 1. deg./in. Exact values for the 

cylindrical coordinates after deformation and the inde

terminate pressure, p , were used as input data to the com

puter program listed in Appendix III. By not allowing any 

iterations of the Newton Raphson method, the program then 

supplied the required residuals to the equilibrium equa

tions. Those nodes which correspond to the same radial 

position, throughout the grid refinement, are indicated as 
1 

nodes A through F (with their corresponding nodal numbers in 

parentheses). Nodes A, C, and E lie in the Z = 0 surface. 

The solution of this problem is independent of the 

Z-direction, therefore only one row of elements is consid

ered. Element dimensions are halved with each successive 

grid. The normalization of residuals is accomplished in 

this case by multiplying the residuals of successive grids 

by successive powers of two. 

These normalized residuals, for those freedoms 

which appeared most interesting, are listed for the three 



B(2) 

Grid 1 

Grid 2 

Grid 3 

Grid 4 
A(l) 

R2 - = 0.5 in. 

D(4) 

C(17) 

F(6) 

0.25 in 

0.125 in. 

FO.8) | 

0.0625 in 

D(18) 

0.03125 in 

E ( 3 3 ) f  

Pig. 2 Finite Element Grids 



values of the twist per unit length in Tables 1, 2, and 3 -

As can be seen by comparing Tables 1 and 3, the magnitude of 

the residuals for the R and Z freedoms increases as the 

square of the twist. The magnitudes of the residuals for 

the 0 freedoms increase somewhat slower with increased 

twist. This increase of the R and Z freedom residuals with 

the square of the twist is consistent with the T(RR) and 
/v 
T(ZZ) stress components, as given by Equation ( 7 - 3 ) > being 

dependent upon the square of the twist. 

Those residuals not listed for nodes A, C, and E 

behaved similarly to the R freedom residuals at these same 

nodes. Note the difference in magnitude between residuals 

for R freedoms on the upper and lower surfaces. The lower 

surface remains fixed, whereas the upper surface is dis

placed by the twisting motion. An error associated with 

movement of these nodes appears to be operative. 

In order to examine the rate of convergence, Tables 

4, 5, and 6 were constructed. In these tables the ratios 

of the residuals at a given grid size to that of the next 

finer grid size are displayed. The convergence criteria 

developed by Synge implies that the absolute value of this 

ratio should be greater than 2. 

For a twist of D = 1.0 deg./in., Table 4  indicates 

that the convergence of all residuals, with the possible 

exception of the R freedom at node F, are acceptable. For 

a twist of D = 5-0 deg./in., Table 5 displays a definite 



Table 1. Convergence of Residuals for Inverse Solutions: D = 1.0 deg./in. 

Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 4 
Node Freedom R 2xR 4XR 8xR 

A R -.000126 -.0000308 -.00000756 -.00000188 

B R .00371 .00173 .000832 .000409 

Z .0000499 .0000119 .00000292 .000000721 

0 .00254 .000630 .000155 .0000374 
C R -.0000811 -.0000193 -.00000472 -.00000116 

D R .0101 .00504 .00252 .00126 

,Z .000114 .0000284 .00000712 .00000178 

0 .00410 .00103 .000256 .0000641 

E R .0000902 .0000226 .OOOOO568 .00000142 

P R .00662 .00346 .00177 .000896 

Z .0000641 .0000166 .00000420 .00000106 

0 .00171 .000428 . 000107 .0000268 

R^ = 1.00 in. 13^ =48.0 psi. 

Rg = 1.50 in. ^ = -5*7 psi. 



Table 2. Convergence of Residuals for Inverse Solutions: D = 5.0 deg./in. 

Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 4 

Node Freedom R . 2xR 4XR 8xR 

A R -.00315 -.000768 -.000189 -.0000470 

B R .0927 .0432 .0208 .0102 

Z .00125 .000298 .0000728 .0000180 

0 .0108 .00202 .000176 -.000119 

C R -.00203 -.000482 -.000118 -.0000291 

D R .253 .126 . 0628 .0314 

' Z .00285 .000712 .000178 .0000446 

0 .0223 .00556 .00139 .000347 

E R .00226 .000566 .000142 .0000356 

P R .165 .0864 .0440 .0223 

Z .00160 .000414 .000105 .0000265 

0 .00957 .00240 .000604 . .000151 ; 

Rx = 1.00 in. = 48.0 psi. 

Rg = 1.50 in. = -5.7 psi. 



Table 3. Convergence of Residuals for Inverse Solutions: D = 10. deg./in. 

Grid -1 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 4 

Node Freedom R 2xR 4XR 8XR 

A R -.0126 -.00306 -.000752 -.000187 

B R • 371 .173 .0832 .0409 

Z .00499 .00119 .000292 .0000721 

0 .OO98O -.00300 -.00338 -.00215 

C R -.00813 -.00194 -.000472 -.000116 

D R 1.01 .504 .252 .126 

' Z .0114 .00284 .000712 .000178 

0 .0578 .0138 .00344 .000856 

E R .00903 .00226 .000568 .000142 

P R .662 .346 .177 .0896 

Z .00641 .00166 .000420 .000106 

0 .0255 .00648 .00164 .000410 

R^ = 1.00 in. 12^ = 48.0 psi. 

Rg = 1.50 in. i_1 = -5*7 psi. 



Table 4. Rate of Convergence for Inverse Solutions: D = 1.0 deg./in. 

Node Freedom Grid 1 - Grid 2 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 3 - Grid 4 

A R 4.08 4.07 4.02 

B R 2.14 2.08 2.04 

Z 4.18 4.07 4.05 

0 4.03 4.06 4.14 

C R 4.21 4.09 4.07 

D R 2.01 2.00 2.00 

Z 4.02 3.99 4.00 

0 3.98 4.03 3.99 

E R 3.99 3.98 4.00 

F R 1.92 1.95 1.98 

Z 3.86 3.95 3.96 

0 3.99 4.00 3'99 



Table 5. Rate of Convergence for Inverse Solutions: D = 5.0 deg./in. 

Node Freedom Grid 1 - Grid 2 Grid 2 - Grid 3 Grid 3 - Grid 4 

A R 4.10 4.07 4.02 

B R 2.15 2.07 2.04 

Z 4.19 4.09 4.05 

0 5.34 1.15 -1.48 

C R 4.22 4.08 4.06 

D R 2.01 2.01 2.00 

Z 4.00 4.00 3-99 

0 4.01 4.00 4.00 

E R 3-99 3.99 3.99 

P R . 1.91 1.96 1.97 

Z 3.87 3.94 3.98 

0 3.99 3.99 4.00 



Table 6. Rate of Convergence for Inverse Solutions: . D = 10.0 deg./in. 

Node Freedom Grid 1 - Grid 2 Grid 2 - Grid 3 Grid 3 -» Grid 4 

A R 4.12 4.07 4.02 

B R 2.15 2.08 2.04 

Z 4.20 4.08 4.05 

0 -3.26 0.888 1.57 

C R 4.20 4.11 4.06 

D ,R i 2.00 2.00 2.00 

z 4.02 3.99 4.00 

0 4.18 4.01 4.02 

E R 3-99 3.98 4.oo 

P R 1.68 1.95 1.97 

Z 3.86 3.95 3.9 6 

0 3.93 3.95 4.00 



breakdown of convergence for the 0 freedom at node B. This 

same freedom is seen to remain unacceptable and becomes 

erratic for a twist of D = 10. deg./in., in Table 6. Accom

panying this gradual breakdown in convergence for the 0 

freedom at node B, there is poor convergence for the R free

doms at nodes B, D, and P throughout the range of twist con

sidered. 

Two conclusions follow from these data. First, there 

is a computational error associated with residuals for the R 

and 0 freedoms at nodes which have displacement freedoms. 

And, second, the convergence for this torsion problem 

becomes unacceptable for some value of twist between 1.0 

deg./in. and 5-0 deg./in. These problems will be discussed 

further in the following section. 

7.3 Boundary Value Problems 

Torsion of a right circular cylinder is next con

sidered as a boundary value problem. Force or displacement 

boundary conditions are specified for each of the three 

degrees of freedom at each node on the boundary of the 

finite element model of the cylinder. The resulting system 

of nonlinear algebraic equations is then solved using the 

computer program listed in Appendix III. 

The grids used for this problem follow the pattern 

illustrated in Figure 2. The boundary conditions are 



available from the exact analytical solution. The specifica 

tion of force and displacement boundary conditions was as 

follows: (1) All R-freedoms have unknown r-coordinates, 

(2) all Z-freedoms on the upper surface have unknown 

z-coordinates, (3) all Z-freedoms on the lower surface have 

unknown nodal forces, and (4) all ©-freedoms have unknown 

nodal forces. 

This problem was solved for R^ = 1.00 in., Rg = 

1.50 in., D = 1.0 deg./in., = 48.0 psi., and = - 5.7 

psi. The percentage errors in the computed r-coordinates 

and z-coordinates for points on the upper surface and the 

indeterminate pressure, P , are shown in Figure 3 for a 
h r  

grid of 32 elements (Grid 4 in Figure 2). The largest per

centage error is for the r-coordinate at the inside surface. 

The results for a grid with 64 elements were identical with 

those for the grid with 32 elements to the accuracy that 

they can be graphically compared with the exact solution. 

From Figure 3> the largest errors occur at the 

inside surface of the cylinder. For the same problem, 

Table 7 lists the errors in components of the second Piola-

Kirchhoff stress tensor as a function of grid size. Per-

centage errors are given for the T(RR), T(ZZ), T(90), and 
A# 'V 
T(Z0) components. Since the T(RZ) and T(0R) components are 

zero in the analytical solution, their calculated values 

are listed in Table 7. With the exception of the T(00) 

component, the stress components demonstrate convergence 
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O - r-coordinate, upper surface 

A - z-coordinate, upper surface 
• - indeterminate pressure P 

00 -2& 

Pig. 3 Percentage Errors in Unknown Coordinates 
and Indeterminate Pressure 

D = 1.0 deg./in., tL^ = 48.0 psi., = - 5«7 psi. 

= 1.00 in., Rg = 1.50 in. 

Grid with 32 elements (Fig. 2 ,  Grid 4) 



Table 7. Torsion Problem: Errors in the Second Piola-Kirchhoff Stress with Changes 
in Grid Size 

Number 
of 

Elements 
% Error 
a/ 

T(RR) 

$ Error 

T(ZZ) 

$ Error 

T(00) 

io Error 

T(Z0) 

x 104 _ 

T(RZ)x103 T(0R) xlO5 

4 9-35 31.1 110.3 -7.32 1.88 -3-93 

8 5-84 14.5 118.1 -5.03 0.867 -1.74 

16 2.49 7.66 122.8 -3.76 0.477 -•939 

32 0.496 4.46 123.6 -3.23 O.307 -.599 

64 0.710 0.835 124.2 -2.26 0.00996 -.0193 

= - 5.7 psi. 

CT\ 
Ch 

D = 1.0 deg./in., ^ = 48.0 psi., 



with respect to grid size. Note that the T(RR) and T(ZZ) 

components show irregularities in rate of convergence, but 

that the first order component T(Z0) converges monotoni-

eally. 

The T(00) component of stress requires special con

sideration. As is seen from Table J, this component never 

has less than 100$ error and actually gets worse with 

refinement of the finite element model. Equations (7-3) and 

(7-4) show that T(0O) varies as the fourth power of the 

radius R, whereas the other second order stress components 
(V 
T(RR) and T(ZZ) are quadratic functions of R. Thus it can 

be expected that T(00) will be the most difficult component 

of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor to approximate. 

But this fact by itself is not a satisfactory explanation . 

for what is observed in Table 7. 

In the computations for inverse solutions all com

ponents of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor were 

accurate to eight decimal digits. In those computations, 

the prescribed values for the cylindrical coordinates after 

deformation and indeterminate pressure were accurate to 14 

decimal digits. It thus appears that the computation for 

T(00) is extremely sensitive to errors in the cylindrical 

coordinates after deformation and the indeterminate pressure. 

This extreme numerical sensitivity was investigated 

with respect to changes in the response coefficient 

The results of these computations are given in Table 8. 



Table 8. Torsion Problem: Errors as Functions of the Response Coefficient 3^ 

Grid of 8 elements, ̂  = 48. psi., D = 1. deg./in. 

fo Error $ Error $ Error % Error $ Error % error 
r-coordinate z-coordinate indeterminate m/77\ TVAQX 

, upper inside upper inside pressure inside 
-1(psi) node node element element element element 

-2.5 .00214 -.00095 -.0208 5-52 15-3 120. 

-5.0 , .00214 -.00095 -.0200 5.77 14.7 118. 

-7.5 .00214 -.00095 -.0193 6.01 14.2 117. 

10.0 .00214 -.00095 -.0186 6.26 13.8 115. 



The errors in the coordinates are not dependent upon thic 

variation in the constitutive equation, and only a slight 

dependence was established for the errors in the stress. 

This numerical sensitivity appears to be of the nature of a 

subtraction of two numbers of nearly equal magnitude in 

which all significant digits are lost. To date, the search 

for the origin of this numerical problem has not been 

rewarded with success. 

Table 9 presents the errors in numerical solutions 

to the torsion problem as a function of the twist, D, 

imposed upon the cylinder. The errors in the unknown cylin

drical coordinates and the indeterminate pressure are pro

portional to the square of the twist. The error in the 

first order stress, T(Z0), increases\ionotonically with 

increased twist, whereas the errors in the second order 

stresses are harder to interpret. In agreement with the 

inverse solutions, the T(ZZ) component is insensitive to 

the twist. The T(RR) component is insensitive for twists 

up to D = 0.5 deg./in. and beyond that exhibits a dramatic 

variation with increased twist. As in the previous results, 

the T(00) component appears to be numerical trash. 

Overall, the results from the numerical computations 

appear satisfactory for a twist no larger than D = 1.0 

deg./in. It has been determined that the errors in the 

unknown coordinates and indeterminate pressure increase as 

the square of the twist. The accuracy of the computations 



Table 9• Torsion Problem: Errors as Functions of the Twist 

Grid of 32 elements, = 48.0 psi., = - 5-7 psi. 

<f0 Error 
indeter-

<f0 Error % Error minate ^ Error ̂  Error Error error 
r-coordinate z-coordinate pressure T(RR) T(ZZ) T(00) T(Z0) 
inside top inside top inside inside inside inside inside 

Dfdeg/in) node node element element element element element 

0.1 .0002 .00002 -.00020 .507 4.48 124. .00030 

0.5 .0053 .00256 -.00485 .504 4.48 124. .00078 

1.0 .0214 .01027 -.0194 4.97 4.46 . 124. .0032 

5.0 .533 .263 -.482 .0239 4.25 123. .777 

10.0 2.15 1.05 -1.87 -5.76 3.58 120. 2.91 



obtained in the series of inverse solutions indicates that 

this increase in error is not related to the calculation of 

either the right Cauchy-Green tensor or the second Piola-

Kirchhoff stress tensor. This dependency of the errors on 

the twist is related to the definition of the generalized 

forces used in this formulation of the numerical computa

tions. This relation is clarified below. 

Normally, in finite element analysis, one considers 

either a force or a displacement (or a deformed coordinate) 

to be unknown for each freedom at each node on the boundary 

of the finite element model. When these boundary conditions 

are referred to the deformed configuration, a clear inter

pretation is possible. Noting the definition of generalized 

forces in Equation (6.50), the distinction between force or 

displacement unknowns is made in the undeformed configura

tion of the body. No clear physical interpretation is 

available for these generalized forces; they are merely con

venient mathematical definitions. 

The numerical errors that are dependent upon the 

twist, presented here, are the result of ignoring a kin

ematic transformation relating the Cauchy stress tensor to 

the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, given by Equation 

(3.7)i implies that a relation between generalized nodal 

forces in the undeformed configuration and generalized nodal 

forces in the deformed configuration will be dependent upon 

the deformation of the body. This is as expected; but when 



a convected coordinate system is used to describe both con

figurations, the basis in the deformed configuration is 

unknown. Thus one may know the components of tensor 

quantities in the deformed configuration and yet remain 

unable to completely specify the given tensor. This is the 

case with the Cauchy stress tensor. To have a clear repre

sentation of boundary conditions in the deformed configura

tion it will be necessary to relate the generalized nodal 

forces to the Cauchy stress in a direct way. 

This same problem presents itself when one attempts 

to verify an analytical solution numerically. By specify

ing only coordinates or forces at a node the above problem 

can be eliminated when convected coordinates are employed 

in the formulation of the problem. When speaking of con

vected coordinates in this context it is assumed that the 

coordinate system is known in the undeformed configuration. 

No improvement can be achieved by employing convected 

coordinates for which the system is known in the deformed 

configuration but unknown in the undeformed configuration, 

for in this case, any advantage offered by analysis in the 

undeformed configuration is forfeited. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The convergence of residuals demonstrated by con

sidering inverse solutions to the torsion problem in 

conjunction with boundary value solutions for torsion have 

demonstrated that the method presented in this thesis forms 

a basis for the analysis of axisymmetric, nonlinear elastic 

bodies. Also, it has been shown that identification of the 

different stress tensors involved in the analysis is neces

sary before proper specification of boundary tractions can 

be achieved. 

There are three nonlinearities related to the 

class of problems considered in this thesis: (1) The kin

ematic specification of local deformation when large 

displacements are allowed, (2) the constitutive equation 

for an elastic material capable of large deformations, and 

(3) the kinematic transformation relating the tractions on 

the body in the deformed configuration to the generalized 

nodal loading in the undeformed configuration. The first 

two types of nonlinearities have been analyzed and devel

oped into a numerical procedure. The third has been 

treated here by an approximate procedure which limits the 
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analysis to problems involving relatively small twist; in 

the torsion problem the twist should not be greater than 

D = 1.0 cleg./in. 

The analysis of equilibrium and incompressibility 

may be effectively treated in the undeformed configuration, 

with the proviso that the boundary tractions can be prop

erly characterized in the undeformed configuration. The 

most attractive alternative for the extension of this work 

to include large rotations appears to be the abandonment of 

the convected coordinate system and the associated analysis 

for equilibrium in the undeformed configuration. The use of 

convected coordinates for the analysis of inverse problems 

in finite elasticity was popularized in a treatise by Green 

and Zerna (195^-) • But the use of a convected coordinate 

system is a burden for numerical approaches to boundary 

value problems in finite elasticity. If independent coordi

nate systems are used for the description of the deformed 

and undeformed configurations, the obstacle of unknown 

coordinate directions in the deformed configuration can be 

eliminated. With this simplification it should be possible 

to interpret prescribed tractions on the deformed body in 

terms of the current estimate for the deformed configuration. 

Prom the numerical work carried out, it appears that 

the use of improved interpolation on the indeterminate 

pressure would also be advantageous. In the case of the 

torsion problem, considered in Chapter 7, the indeterminate 



pressure is the dominant term in the calculations for all 

higher order stress terms. It was not uncommon for the 

indeterminate pressure to be several orders of magnitude 

larger than the higher order stress components. Improved 

interpolation on the indeterminate pressure appears to be 

the most direct route to improving the resolution on these 

stress components. This generalization can be achieved by-

making reference to the literature of hybrid finite ele

ments. An interesting introduction to this literature has 

been provided by Pian and Tong (1969). 



APPENDIX I 

A CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION FOR 

INCOMPRESSIBLE ELASTIC MATERIALS 

The purpose of this .appendix is to review the steps 

involved in reducing a general mechanical constitutive 

equation to the form employed here for an incompressible 

elastic material. The starting point for this discussion is 

the definition of what is called a simple material. In this 

appendix, for conciseness, only the time will be displayed 

as an independent variable. A simple material has a con

stitutive equation of the form (Truesdell and Noll, 19^5, 

Eq. 28.3) 
CO 

T(t) = Q [P(t - s)]. (1.1) 
s=o 

£ is a functional which maps the tensor valued history of 

the deformation gradient P into the symmetric Cauchy stress 

tensor T. 

When the internal constraint of incompressibility is 

imposed upon a material, the constitutive equation serves 

only to give the extra stress, T-g, where (Truesdell and Noll, 

1965, Eq. 30.16) 
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TE("t) = T(t) + P(t) 1 (1.2) 

where P is the hydrostatic pressure (Truesdell and Noll, 

1965, Eq. 30.18) 

P(t) = - i tr T(t). (1.3) 

Thus, the constitutive equation for an incompressible 

simple material is 
CO 

TE(t) = (5 [P(t - s)] (1.4) 
fV 
s=o 

or 
CO 

T(t) = - P(t) 1 + (B [P(t - s)] (1.5) 
s=o 

CO 

where need only be defined for 
s=o 

|det P(t)| =1. (1.6) 

The principle of material frame indifference 

imposes the condition that for every orthogonal tensor func

tion Q(s) and every history of the deformation gradient 

P(t - s), the constitutive equation must satisfy (Truesdell 

and Noll, 1965* Ecl' 28.5) 

00 

Q(0) • T(t) • QT(0) = - P(t) 1 +  (5 [Q(s) ' £(t - s)]. 
. s=o 

(1-7) 

Since F is an invertible linear transformation, by the 

polar decomposition theorem, P has a unique multiplicative 
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decomposition, given by Equation (2.33)> and used here as 

P(t) = R(t) • U(t) (1.8) 

where R is the orthogonal rotation tensor and U is the sym

metric, positive definite right stretch tensor. Also, the 

right Cauchy-Green tensor is given by 

c ( t )  =  u ( t )  •  u ( t )  = PT ( t )  •  P ( t ) .  ( 1.9) 

Thus 

RT(t) • P(t) = U(t) (I.10) 

and 

RT(t - s) • P(t - s) = U(t - s). (I.11) 

Let Q in Equation (1.7) he given by 

Q(s) = RT(t - s) (1.12) 

then Equation (1.7) becomes 
00 

RT(t) • T(t) • R(t) = - P(t) 1 + (£ [U(t - s)] 
s=o 

(1.13) 

or 
GO 

T(t) = - P(t) 1 + R(t) • G> [U(t - s)] • RT(t). 
~ ^ s==o ^ ^ 

(1.14) 

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor for incompressible 

materials is 
~ -1 -T 
T ( t )  = P ( t )  •  T ( t )  • P ( t )  (1.15) 
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where 

-1 -1 -1 -1 rn 
F (t) = U (t) • R (t) = U (t) • R (t) (1.16) 

and 

F (t) = R(t) • U (t) = R(t) • U (t). (1.17) 

Substituting (1.14) into (I.15) and using (I.l6) and (1.17) 

yields 

-2 -1 ft -1 
• ib [u( T(t) = - P(t) U (t) + U (t) • IO [U(t - s)] • U (t) 

s=o 

(1.18) 

Noting that 

-1 -2 -1 -1 
C (t) = U (t) = U (t) • U (t) (1-19) 

and defining 

I [f(t - s)] = 2~(t) • & iu(t - s)j • v~(t) (I-20) 

CO 2 -1 00. -1 

s=o s'=o 

the general form of the constitutive equation for an incom

pressible simple material in terms of the second Piola-

Kirchhoff stress tensor and the right Cauchy-Green tensor is 

T(t) = - P(t) £(t) + £ [C(t - s)]. (1.21) 
s=o 

A simple material is said to be elastic if the 

stress at time t depends only on the configuration at time 

t, and not on the history of the motion. Thus for an 
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elastic material the functional £, becomes a function and 

the general constitutive equation for an elastic material is 

T(t) = - P(t) C^t) + X [£(t)] . (1.22) 



APPENDIX II 

PRESSURE 

The purpose of this appendix is to examine the rela

tionships between the various indeterminate pressures that 

occur in constitutive equations and the hydrostatic pressure. 

The constitutive equations considered are for homogeneous 

isotropic elastic materials. In this thesis, hydrostatic 

pressure is defined as minus one-third the trace of the 

Cauchy stress tensor, that is 

P  =  -  i  tr T.  ( I I . 1 )  

All other "pressures" will be referred to as indeterminate 

pressures. 

Consider the following constitutive equation for the 

Cauchy stress in an incompressible elastic material 

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965^ Eq. 49-5) 

T a - P„ 1 + ̂  B + .. B1, (H-2) ~ c ~ 1 ~ -1 ~ v ' 

where, 

B = P • PT (II.3) ru ro 

is the left Cauchy-Green tensor (Truesdell and Noll, 1965, 

Eq. 23.5). Since the deformation for an incompressible 
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material must be isochoric, III = 1. Thus tr B = I, and 
-1 

tr B = II. Substituting (II.2) into (II.1) and using these 

relations yields 

p = Pc " ̂  1 + IJ)- (11-^) 

Thus the indeterminate pressure Pc is related to the hydro

static pressure, P, through the response coefficients and 

the first two principal invariants of B. 

Next consider sending Equation (II.2) through the 

transformation from Cauchy stress to the second Piola-

Kirchhoff stress, using Equation (3.15) with J = 1. Then 

~ -1 -1 -T 
T = P • ( - P 1 +1 B + h, B ) • P . (II.5) C J- ^ — J_ RV (V 

Substituting (II.3) into (II.5), 

~ -1 -T , -1 T -T -1 -T -1 -T 
T = - P„ F • F +3. P • P • P • F + i , P • P -P -F . nj C  ̂ /v J. oj /v# •• J. rv <•<«/ 

(II.6) 

Since the right Cauchy-Green tensor is defined as 

C = FT • F, (II.7) 

Equation (II.6) may be expressed as 

~ -1 -2 

T = - v C +b_ 1 - C . (II.8) ~ c ~ 1 ~ -1 ~ v 1 



Prom the Cayley 

38.10) 

where 

Thus, 

Substituting (11.11) into (II.8), 

~ -1 
T = - (P - i , II) C + (hn - I tin ) 1 + h n C. (11.12) ~ V C -1 ' ~ V 1 -1' ~ -1 ~ X ' 

If this equation is expressed as (Truesdell and 

No11, 1965, Eq. 49.7) 

i = - pP£ (H-13) 

then 

= i21 - 1 >mi1 = ia.-L (11.14) 

and 

Pp = Pc - i_1 II. (11.15) 

Thus the indeterminate pressures that occur in constitutive 

equations of the forms (II.2) and (11.13) are related 

through (II.15). 
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-Hamilton theorem (Ericksen, i960, Eq. 

-2 -1 

C = C + I C -II 1 (II.9) 
~ -1 ~ -l ~ 

C C 

I = II, and II = I. (11.10) 
-1 -1 

C C 

-2 -1 

C = C + II C -II. (11.11) 



APPENDIX III 

A COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The computer program listed below was developed to 

implement the equations (derived in Chapter 6) to solve 

axisymmetric elasticity problems. This program is written 

in the FORTRAN IV language. It has been run on a CDC-6400 

computer where it was compiled under the FTN V3.0 FORTRAN 

compiler. The word size on this machine is 60 bits. The 

program as listed will execute with a central core require

ment of less than 65,000 words, with no backing storage 

required. Under this configuration it can solve for 450 

unknowns with a half-band width of less than 26. An 

effort has been made to include a sufficient number of com

ment statements within the program. 
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PROGRAM TUBE COC 6<t0O FTW V3.0-P32« OPTsl 05/07/73 

60 

65 

75 

80 

85 

95 

1C5 

110 

C»»** 
(:•••• c»»*« 
c*»*» 
c«*** 
<;•••* C + + * 
c*»»* 

I r FLEMENT CURRENTLY OEING PROCESSED 
XAIMI = COMPONENTS OF THE AVERAGE MATERIAL COORDINATES OF 

ELkMENT I IN THE M OIRtCTION. 
OG(H«N) = PARTIAL COVA°IANT DERIVATIVES OF THF COVARIANT 

DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS. H IS THE DISPLACEMENT 
DIRECTION* AND N IS THE DERIVATIVE OIRECTION. 

RMH.J) = FIRST 0RDFR COEFFICIFNTS OF THE SIHPLEX OVER ELEMENT I 
N s LOCAL NODE * J = DIRECTION. 

U(N«H) = CONTRAVARIANT COMPONENT OF THE NOOAL DISPLACEMENT OF 
LOCAL NODE N IN THE M DIRECTION FOR ELEMENT I. 

TCM.N) = DOUBLY CONTRAVARIANT COMPONENTS OF THE SECOND 
PIOLA-KIPCHHOFF STRESS TENSOR. > 

CC(MtN) = MIXED* RIGHT CAUCHY-GREEN TENSOR (FIRST INOEX 
CONTKAVARIANT). 

AI = UNOEFORHEO CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF ELEMENT I. 

COMMON /C/ INOEX 

R(II = RESiOUALS FOR THE COOKOINATE-EOUILIBRIUM ANO 
INCOMPRESSI3ILITY EQUATIONS. 

RF (11 = RESIDUALS FOR THE FORCE-EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS. 

COMMON /O/ INDEX 

CP ANO CM ARE THE TWO RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS THAT OCCUR 
IN (NLFT-<*9*5) 

COMMON /E/ INOEX ••••» 

H s MUMUER OF EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVtO 
HF = NUMBER OF FORCE UNKNOWNS 
JN«I»J> = INOEX OF UNKNOWN AT GLOBAL NOOE I FOR J-TH FREEOOM. 

IF POSITIVE - INOEX OF R(K> 
IF NEGATIVE - INOEX OF RF(-K) 

i'rt(I) = INDEX FOR HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE OF ELEMENT I IN R<K). 

CCMHOV /A/N,UNtNF,P{150,a)»IELM(15fl«3>«XPf150*31,HP(150) 
COMMON >0/ CP »CM 
COMMON /Z/ 0* F, 0 
CP = Ufl. 

CM = - 5.7 
N = NM = NF s C 
» # » # • # # • * »  • * • • •  

INSERT PROOLEM HERE ••••* * 
• * « * • » » » » *  • • * » »  

TORSION OF A CYLINDER UILFT-SECT. 571 
NC = NUMBER OF CELLS 
2•S*NC NOUES, 2*NC ELEMENTS 
NC = ** 

DEFINE THE DISPLACEMENT 
0 s TWIST HER UNIT LENGTH 
F * AXIAL STRETCHING 
0 = RAUIAL EXPANSION SQUARED 
0 = 1. • 3.1*< 15 926535 898/180# 
F s 1.0 

TUBE 605 
TUBE 615 
TUBE 616 
TUBE 620 
TUBE 621 
TUBE 622 
TUBE 633 
TUDE 631 
TUBE 6(t0 
TU3E 6<*1 

TUBE 6<»5 
TUBE 6U6 
TUBE 655 
TUBE 656 
TUBC 660 
TUBE 670 
TUBE 70 0 
TUBE 731 
TUBE 710 
TUBE 711 
TUBE 715 
TUBE 7i*9 
TUBE 750 
TUBE 751 
TUBE 760 
TUBE 761 
TUBE 770 
TUBE 771 
TUBE 772 
TUBE 775 
TUBE 777 
TUBE 780 
TUBE 7 fll 
TUBE 782 
TUBE 785 
TUHE 799 
TUOE 300 
TUBE 810 

T0R3 
TUBE 811 
TUBE 812 
TUBE 820 
TUBE 897 
TUBE 898 
TUOE 899 
1 TOR3 
5 T0R3 
10 TOR3 
15 TOR3 
30 TOR3 
33 TOR3 
36 TOR3 
39 TOR3 
<*2 T0R3 
<•5 TOR3 
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PROGRAM TUBE CDC 6<*00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

125 

133 

135 

5 

10 

M. 

17 

20 
<;***• 

30 C**» • 

60 
13 0 C*»** 

c** * c*»*» 

B = 3.0 
oefine the response coefficients 

CP = <*8.0 
CM = - 5.7 

GENERATE NODAL POINTS 
R1 = 1.00 
p2 * l.̂ t 

Ok = (*2 - RU/NC 
CALL GENPT (R1 « G •) 
CALL GENPT(Rl,OR> 
RR = Rt • UR 
DO 5 1=1,NC 
call GTNPT(RR,0») 
CALL GtNPTUR.OR) 
RR = RK»QR 
SPECIFY INITIAL DISPLACEMENTS 
00 10 1=1,N 
RR = PII.7) 
z = p(i,d) 

CALL U{H-J,Z,RD,2D,TO) 
CALL IOT S(1,30 , ZD,TO) 
SPECIFY 01 "PLACE HE NT CONSTRAINTS 
CALL SUPZ(l) 
DO 15 1=1,2 
CALL 3UPT(I) 
Nttt = N-l 
00 17 i = 3,'im1,2 

CALL SUP 7(1) 
CALL j'JPT (I) 
DO 2C 1=4,N,2 
CALL SUPTCI) 
SPECIFY FHRCES 
CALL FF(R1,R2,OR,NC) 
SPECIFY FINITE ELEMENTS 
00 30 I-ktHt2 
CALL Tfcl (1-3,1-2,1-1) 
CALL TPII1-2,1-1,1) 
INITIALIZE INOETCkMINATE PRESSURE 
DO 63 1=1,NN 
11 = lEL'KI.l) 
12 = IELM (1,2) 
13 = IELM(I,3) 
R = <P(Il,7)+P,I2,7MP(I3,7))/3. 
CI2 = 3. • 0*D*R*R 
PC = CP • CM - .5»CP*0*0»(R**2 - R2»»2) 
HP (I) = PC - CM*CI2 
CONTINUE 

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM »«••• 
* * » • 

165 

CALL NODE 
CALL LIST 
CALL LISTF 
CALL NCPA 
CALL P5TR 

STOP 
ENO 

<•8 T0R3 
50 TOP3 
55 TOR3 
60 TOR3 

ICO TOR3 

101 TOR3 10? TOm 
103 TORT 

105 T0R3 

110 T0R3 
115 T0R3 
125 TO°3 

130 T0R3 

135 T0R3 
1<»0 TOR3 
200 T0R3 
215 TOR3 
220 T0R3 
225 T0R3 
230 TOR3 
2t»0 T0R3 
300 T0R3 
305 TOR3 
310 T0R3 
315 T0R3 
323 T0R3 
325 T0R3 
330 T0R3 
335 TOR3 
3U0 TOR3 
3*»5 T0R3 
C«00 TOR3 
Mi) T0R3 
530 TOP3 
510 TOR3 
520 TOR3' 
530 T0R3 
600 T0R3 
605 T0R3 
610 T0R3 
615 TOR3 
620 TOR3 
625 T0R3 
630 TOR3 
635 T0K3 
6<*0 T0R3 
700 TOR3 
TUBr 900 
TU3c 901 
TU3C 902 

TURE 910 
TUtfE 920 
TUBE 925 
TUBE 930 
TU3E ?W0 

TUBE 990 
TUOE 999 
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SUBROUTINE FF COC 6«*00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUOROUTINE FF<R1,R2,0R,NC) F 1 
COMMON /A/N,NNiNF,PU50,fl)»IELM<150,3>iIP<153f3) ,HP(150) F 30 
COMMON /•/ CP,CM F t»0 
COMMON f l /  0, F, 8 F ««5 

5 OIMENSION FZ(1G0),FT<100) F 50 
C»»«» STMFMCHT FUNCTION DEFINITIONS F ' 100 

ZIl(f11f 2) = D»*2 * PI * (<CP + 2«*CH)M(£?**5-El**51/5«- F2* F 110 
1 (t2**Wl,*M/<*.> - CP*R2"2M«E2»<'3-El**3)/3. - E2*<E2**2-E1**2 F 111 
2 )/2.))/(£l-e2) ' F 112 

1c ZI2 (£1 hi = 0»*2 * PI * t(CP*2.*CH)»((F2'»*5-El»*5>/5.- El» F 120 

1 /U. > - CP»R2*»2*((E2*»3-bl«,»3J/3. - Hi* CE2*»2-E1**2 F 121 
2 )/2.)I/(E2-£l) F 122 
TIMhl.12) = 2. * PI * 0 * lCr>-CM>MIE2»»i*-Ei**i*>/*». - F 130 
1 E2 • (£2,#3-El**3)/3« ) / (E1-E2) F 131 

15 TI?<E1*l?) : 2, * PI * 0 ' (CP-CM) M (£2* •'•-El * *"•)/<•• - F 1<*0 
1 El* Jl2,*3-e1**3)/3») /1e2-e1) f 1 <• 1 

c»»»* calcul ATi ON of radial loaos f 2j0 

pi = J. l<.lC'326035rftJ* f 210 A = Pi * kl • PR f 220 

20 frf s - a « .5 • ch * 0"2 * (hl»»2 - r2»»2) f 230 

c**»*  calculation of axial and circumfrential loaos f 300 

fl = r1 f 305 

e2 - cl • or f 310 

e3 = £2 • 0* f 315 

25 f z (11 = z11(£1,e 2) f 320 

f t < 1) = tz1(£1«£2) f 325 

co 50 j=2 *t»c f 330 

fzi j) = Zi2<£l,c2) • zi1(E21£ 3) f 335 

ft (j) = ti2 (l1 »e2) • ti1(e2,£3> f 3t»0 

30 el = €2 f 3k5 
e2 = £3 f 350 

50 e.3 s £3 • OrC f 355 

fz(nch) = zi2 (e1»e2) f 360 

ft(nc*1) = ti2(el»fc2) f 365 

35 loao thf dooy • f <*00 

fzu •= fz (1) f u05 

fz l = - fz j f <,10 

FTU = ft < 1 i f ms 

ftl = - ftu f i»20 

<•0 call loaou.fr,fzltftl) f <«25 

call load|2,fr,fzu,ftu) f u3fl 

00 90 j=i ,nc { f ' <»35 

fzu = fz(ju) f <*»*0 

fzl = - fzu f <»t»5 

<#5 ftu = ft {j»1) f t,50 

ftl = - ftu f <*55 

lall lu«0<2*J»1»0.»FZL, ftd f 6̂0 

call lga0(?*J+2«q»,FZU« ftu) f <«65 

90 continue f <»70 
50 return f 998 

ENO f 999 

SUBROUTINE U CDC 6U00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUOROUTINE UCR,Z,RF,ZF,TF» 
COMHOS fl/ 0, F, R 
RF = SuPT CR*R/F • 8} 
ZF = F*Z 

5 TF s 0*Z 
RtTU?N 
£MO 

U 1  
u  10 
u  2J0 
u  210 
u  220 
u  998 
u  999 
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SUBROUTINE BGAS COC 6<*Q0 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l u5/07/73 

subroutine: bgas(n,ibw> BGAS 1 
GAUSSIAN Rf. OUC TI ON OF THE BANDFO MATRIX A<I,J) WHERE THE BGAS 10 
DIAGONAL IS A(I * IUW}« 1 = 1,N AND IBW IS THE HALF BAND WIOTH. BGAS 11 

c**»» n = NUMBER OF EQUAIIONS.TO BE SOLVED. BGAS 20 5 RCJ) = RESIOUAL VECTOR. BGAS 25 
common /c/ R (609)» RFI150) BGAS 70 
common / / aiigui 50) BGAS ao 

NB = 2*I9H - 1 BGAS 110 
1dwm1 = i3w - 1 GGAS 120 

10 c***» FOSJM 1-ST PART OF UPPER TRIANGLE BGAS 200 c***» J = ROW HE ing USEO TO REDUCE L0WE9 TRIANGLE BGAS 205 
JSTOP = N - IOW • 1 BGAS 210 
DO 30 J=l,JSTOP BGAS 215 c***» DIVIDE J-TH KOW BY ITS OIAGONAL ELEMENT BGAS 220 

15 DJ = l./A(J,IOH) BGAS 225 
OO 8 11 = IBW» NO BGAS 230 

8 &U.I1) = A (J, 11) • BJ BGAS 235 
p(j) = ft(j1 » gj BGAS 2<*0 

c»»» • F'OKM Zt*OS in J-TH COLUMN BGAS ZU 5 
20 • L = HcINO REDUCED BGAS 250 c G = FLFMENT TO BE MADE ZERO BGAS 255 

LSTART = J • 1 BGAS 2ftP 
LSTOP s J • I-3HM1 BGAS 265 
JO s IBW • J BGAS 27C 25 00 30 l=lstakt»lstop BGAS 275 
0 = A(L.JO-L) BGAS 28C c*»** IF B IS SMALL, IGNORE IT BGAS 285 
IF(AB5(ft*0J) .LE. 1.E-10J GOTO 30 cgas 290 
JUL = J - L BGAS 295 

30 c»*» * K = ELEMENT OF ROM J BGAS 330 
00 20 <s IBW,NO BGAS 305 

20 A<L.K + JMLJ = A(L « K +JML) - A(J,K)*0 BGAS 310 
R(LI = RUI - R(J)»B BGAS 315 

30 CONTINUE BGAS 320 
35 z**** FINISH THE U°PER TRIANGLE BGAS <•00 

JST ART = JSTOP + 1 HGAS <•05 
JSTOP = N - 1 BGAS (*10 
00 60 JsJSTART,JSTOP BGAS M 15 
DIVIDE J-TH ROW dY ITS DIAGONAL ELEMENT BGAS (*20 

t.0 BJ = 1•/A(J,IBW) BGAS *.25 
NB = NB - 1 BGAS <*30 
00 <*3 11 = IiiH, NB BGAS <•35 t«0 A (J, 111 = A { J,1) * B J BGAS <•<•0 
k(j) = «cj)*bj BGAS <•<•5 

<•5 £ * • • •  FOKM ZLROS IN THE J-TH COLUMN BGAS <•50 
LSTART = LSTART • 1 BGAS <•55 
jfi = IBW f J BGAS <*60 
00 60 l-lstai<t,n BGAS <•65 
b = a(liju-l) BGAS <•70 

50 c»**» IF B IS SMALL * IGNORE IT BGAS <•75 
IF(AOS(B'BJ) .le. 1.e-10i GOTO 60 BGAS <•80 
JML = J - L BGAS <•85 
00 50 K=iBHtNB BGAS <• 9'J 

50 a<l,k*jml) = a(l,k+jml> - a<j,k>*0 BGAS <•95 55 R<l> = ft(l) - R(J)*B BGAS 500 
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SU0R0UTINE BCAS CDC 6<*00 FTN V3.Q-P326 0PT=1 05/07/73 

65 

7 0 

60 CONTINUE 
RIN) = R (N) /A (N, 10 H) A (N« I*'}W ) = 1. 

C 0 0  1 - 3 T  P A R T  O F  B A C K  S U B S T I T U T I O N  
CISTOP = NUHOtR OF ROWS TO SE OACK SUBSTITUTED 
c**»* J = ROW IN WHICH SUBSTITUTIONS ARE BEING HADE 
(:•••• K = NUMPCR OF THf SUUGTI TUT ION BEING HADE 
C***» I = NUMUER OF SUBSTITUTIONS TO BE HAOt IN THE J-TH ROH 

ISTOP = I8W - 2 
DO aa 1=1«ISTOP 
J = N - I 
00 d«i K = 1 • I 

83 P<J) = P(J) - A< J, IBW+K) »R( J*K) 
C F I N I S H  T H E  B A C K  S U B S T I T U T I O N  

1 = ISTOP • 1 
55 J s J - 1 

00 90 Ksltl 
90 K (J) = R (J) - A(J,IQH+K)*K(J+K) 

IF(J ,0T. 1 ) GOTO 05 
C»*»» CHANGE THE SIGN OF R 

00 95 1=1.N 
95 R(I) = - R(I) 

RETURN 
fND 

OGAS 510 
BGAS 515 
OGAS 520 
DGAS 600 
OGAS 605 
PGAS 610 
OGAS 615 
OGAS 620 
BGAS 625 
DGAS 630 
DGAS 635 
DGAS 6<t0 
OGAS 6t,5 
BGAS 700 
BGAS 705 
DGAS 710 
BGAS 715 
DGAS 720 
DGAS 725 
BGAS 600 
OGAS 610 
BGAS 820 
DGAS 996 
BGAS 999 

SUBROUTINE OEFG CDC 6«*00 FTN V3.Q-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE OCFG OEFG 1 c**»* CONSTRUCTION OF THE PARTIAL COVARI AN T DERIVATIVES, OG, OF THE DEFG 10 
COVARIANT OISPLACEHENT VECTOR FOR ELEMENT I. DEFG 15 
COMMON /A/N»NN,NF»P<150,8),1 ELM(150,3).IP(150 * 3) ,HP(1501 OEFG 20 

5 COMMON /8/I.XA(3>,DG<3,3),ai(3,3)iU(3,3)»T(3,3),CCU»3),AI OEFG 30 
DIMENSION 0(3,3), MIS), H(3) OEFG 35 
CALL OISI OEFG 50 c*»*» THE CONTRAVARIANT COMPONENTS OF NOOAL DISPLACEMENT U(N,J) ARE OEFG 55 c**+* KRT THE NODAL BASE VECTORS. OEFG 56 

1C W < 1) - n (2) = K3) = 1./3. OEFG 510 
CALL VMM (U,rf«V) DEFG 530 

£ • » * »  V = CONTRAVArtlANT COMPONENTS OF CENTROIO DISPLACEMENT. OEFG 535 
CALL THTll(U,QI,n) OEFG 600 
CVJ = COSCVfJH DEFG 610 

15 SV3 = SIN<VC3)) OEFG 620 
DG(1,1)'= B(1«1)* CV3 - V(l)» 6(3,1)*SV3 - 1. OEFG 630 
DG(1,2) = Q (1•2)* CV3 - V(1)» D(3.2)*SV3 OEFG 6<*0 
00(1,3) = OG (2•3) = DG C 3,3) = 0. OEFG 650 
00(2,1) = 0(2,1) DEFS 660 

20 00(2,2) = 0(2,2) - 1. DEFG 670 
OGU.l) = (V(l) * XA(1) * 9tl,l))*SV3 ••XAIll'V(l)' Bt3,l)* CV3 OEFG 690 
OGC3.2) = XA(1»M 0<1»2)*SV3 «• V<1)* DO,2)*CV3) OFFG 700 
UA1 = VII)*CV3 - XA(1) OEFG 8J0 
UA3 = XA(1)* V(1)»SV3 OEFG 610 

25 DG(1»4) = 00(1,3) - UA3/XA(1) OEFG 820 
OG(3 «1) = 0G(3,1> - UA3/XA(1) OEFG 630 
00(3,3) = 00(3,3) + UA1*XA(1) OEFG 6<*0 
RETURN OEFG 998 
END OEFG 999 
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SUBROUTINE OISI COC 6<»Q0 FTN V3• 0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

I 0 

SUBROUTINE OISI OISI 1 
c*»*» U(N,M> = CYLINDRICAL COORDINA te« after oeformation« of local OISI 10 
c n o o c  n in the h oikection FOR ELEMtNT I. OISI 11 

COMMON /A/N,NN,UF,P<150,8>,IELH(150,3),IP(150V3).HPC150) DISI 20 
COMMON /n/I,XA(3),OG (3,3),QI<3,3),UC3,3),T(3.3UCC (3,3),AI OISI 25 
DO 10 J = 1 • 3 OISI 35 NC = IT.LHtliJ) OISI i»0 
00 10'K=1» 3 OISI k5 

10 UIJiKI = P(NG»K) OISI 50 
RETURN OISI 55 
ENO OISI 60 

SUDROUTINE OISPL COC 6400 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

10 

SUBROUTINE OISPL (I,RR«Z.T) OISPL 5 
CThe FiXtO CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES, AFTER OEFORMATION* (RR,Z,T) OISPL 10 
C**" ARE ASSIGNED TO NODE I AND THE EXTERNAL NODAL FORCES 8EC0HE OISPL 11 
C»»»» UNKNOWNS. OISPL 12 

COMMON /A/N,NN,NF,PC150»8),IELM(150t3)»IP(150,3)•HP(150> OISPL 20 
PCI,11 = RR OISPL 30 
PCI,21 = Z OISPL 35 
PCl.jf = T OISPL 40 
IP CI ,i> =4 OISPL 45 
1PII,*> = 5 DISPL 50 
IP(11 3) = 6 OISPL 55 
RETURN OISPL 60 
ENO OISPL 65 
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SUBROUTINE FNOD COC €><*00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

10 

23 

25 

30 

c**** 
c**** 

29 
c** 

c***» 
C'»M 

30 c»»»» 

SU3-<0UfiNE FMOCM A) 
THE CO NT AV Art J ANT COMPONENTS OF THc. LOCAL NODAL FORCES FOR 
fLEMcMT I APE CALCULA TEQ USING OOEN-EO ( 13. fli»> . 
DAScO ON THE AVERAGE MATERIAL COORDINATES OF THE ELEMENT» 
XA(Ili THE AVEKAGE INTEGrfANO CF THl INTEGRAL IS CALCULATED. 
THIS IS THEN HULTIPLIEO QY THE APPROXIMATE VOLUME OF THE 
I. LEMEUT TO OOTAIN THE LOCAL NOOAL FORCES ACN|J». 
COMMON /A/N.NN,NF»P(150.B)fIELM(150»J>.IP(150.3).HP(150 J 
COMMON /.1/I,XA(3J,DG(J. Ji» 01(3,3) »U<3,3>,T 13,3), CC<3#3>,AI 
DIMENSION A(3.J>. 5(3,3), C(3,3), V (3) 
CALL <R0M9LU«1, ) 
A (3,3* s 1./ (XAU) ) *•2 
CALL MMH(A,OC»BI A(313 ) = 1. 
CALL M A M (A . H »A ) 
CALL TMT22(T.A,B> 
CALL HMM(d11O» C) 
V(l> = - 11(3.3) * XA (1) V(2) = 0. 
VtJJ = (0(1,3) • 3(3 »1))/X A (1 ) 
no 20 n = ii3 
DO 2C 12=1.3 
U(I1,I2> = V (121/3• 
CALL MSK(C.D.A) 
A(N.J) IS NOW THE AVERAGE INTEGRANO 
VOL = 2, * 3. 1U15926535698 * XA(1» • AI 
CALL SHM(VOL. A. A ) 
A(N.J)t OF DIMENSION A(3.3>. NOW CONTAINS THE LOCAL NOOAL FORCES 
AT LOCAL MODE N IN THE J DIRECTION WRT OASE VECTORS AT CcNTROIO. 
DO 30 12 s 1, 3 
II = I£ L M(1112) 
A (121 3) = A (12 . 3 ) * XA (11 / P(I1.7> 
A (N» J) NOW CONTAINS THE LOCAL NOOAL FORCES WRT NOOAL BASE VECTORS, 
RETUKN 
FNO 

FNOD 1 
FNOn 10 
FNOD 11 
FNOD 20 
FNOD 21 
FNOD 30 
FNOD 31 
FNOD 100 
FNOD 105 
FNOO 110 
FNOO 20C 
FNOO 210 
FNOO 220 
FNOO 230 
FNOO 2<*0 
FNUD 250 
FNOO 270 
FNOD 3 J 0 
FNOO 310 
FNOD 320 
FNOO 3^G 
FNOO 350 
FNOO 360 
FNOO 370 
FNOD 330 
FNOO 390 
FNOO <•00 
FNOO U10 
FNOO Ail 
FNOD 500 
FNOO 510 
FNOO 520 
FNOO 530 
FNOO 998 
FNOO 999 
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SUBROUTINE GENPT. COC 6«*00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

10 

15 

SUBROUTINE GENPT(RR,Z) GEN°T 5 
A NEW NODAL POINT IS GENERATED WITH INITIAL COORDINATES RR, Z GENPT 10 

C«»*« THE CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES! AFTER DEFORMATION, OF THIS NODE ARE GENPT 15 
C***» ASSUMED UNKNOWN AND ARC SET EQUAL TO INITIAL COORDINATES GENPT 16 
C*••• AND THE EXTERNALLY APPLIEO LOADS ARE SET TO ZERO. GENPT 25 

COMMON /A/N,NN,NFtP(150,8),IELM(15J,3),IPU53,3J,HP(i50l GENPT 30 
N a N • t GCNPT t»0 
DO 2 1=3,6 GENPT U5 

2 P(N,I> = 0. GENPT 50 
PCN,ll = RR GENPT 55 
P (N i 7) = RR GENPT 57 
P (N, 2 ) = Z GENPT 60 
P(H,8) = z GENPT 62 
IP (N, 1) = 1 GENPT 65 
IP < N , 2 > = 2 GENPT 70 
IP(N,3) = 3 GENPT 75 
kETUWN GENPT 60 I no GENPT 85 

SUBROUTINE IOIS CDC 6U00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE IDlS(I,RR,Z,T) IOIS 5 
GL03AL NODE I IS GIVEN THE DEFORMED CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 1013 10 

(RR,Z,T) AS STARTING VALUES, THESE COORDINATES REMAIN UNKNOWNS. IOIS 11 
CGMMO.'I /fi/N ,NN,NF,P(150,8>(IELM(150,3),IP(153,3),HP (150) IDIS 20 
P(I,1> = RR IOIS 30 
P(l,2) = Z IOIS 35 
P(I,3> = T IOIS 45 

RETURN IOIS <•5 

END IOIS 50 

SUQROUTINE INVR COC 6<«00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

10 

15 

G12« 2) + G (3,3) 

SUBROUTINE INVR(G,GII 
C*»»* THE KIKST (ID, SECOND <121, OR THIRD (13) 
C•••• INVARIANT OF THE MIXED SECONO OROE* TFMSOR 
C**»* AND Wtf'JP.MEO AS GI. 

OIHENSION G < 3 , 3) 
ENTNY II 
Gl = G(l.l) 
RETURN 
ENTRY 12 
GI- = G (1,1) 

1 • G(?,l) - G (2 , 3 ) 
RETURN 
ENTRY 13 
GI = G (1,1) 

1 4 G( J,l) • 
2 - G (2 * 3) • 
PETURU 
END 

PRINCIPAL 
G IS CALCULATED 

G(2,2) 

• G(2* 2) 
G(l,2) • 

G13•2) • 

• G(2,2) • G (3,3) 
G ( 3 , 2) * G(3,1) « 

• G(3,3) 
G(2,3) -
G (1,11 -

• G(2,l) 
GC1,3) « 
GIJ,3) • 

G(3,3 ) 
G(1,3) 

* G(3,2 ) 

G(2,2) * 
G(1*2) * 

G(1,1) -

* 6(1,3) 

G(3,11 
G (2,1) 

INVR 5 
INVR 10 
INVR 15 
INVR 20 
INVR 25 
INVR 30 
INVR 35 
INVR <•0 

INVR («5 
G (1,2) INVR 50 

INVR 55 
INV? 60 
INVR 65 
INVR 70 
INVR 75 
INVR 80 
INVrt 85 
INVR 90 
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SUBROUTINE KROMOL COC 6W00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

c**** 

10 

SUBROUTINE KRONDL I A«A A) KRONO 1 
THE SQUARE ARRAY A, OF DIMENSION 3, IS POPULATED AS A UNITY KRONO 10 
OPERATOR OR KRONECKER OELTA ANO MULTIPLIED BY THE SCALAR AA. KROND 15 
OIHEN3ION A ( 3« 3) KRONO 20 
OO 10 1=1*3 KRONO 25 
00 8 J-1.3 KROND 30 
A (I, J) = 0. KRONO 35 
A(I. II = AA KRONO WO 
RETURN •' KROND U5 
END KROND 50 

SUBROUTINE LIST COC 6t*00 FTN V3.0-P32B OPT = l 05/07/73 

15 

20 

25 

30 

C«»»» 

c*+* * 
C»**» 

1C 
230 
25 <•30 

500 

53 
63a 

330 

15Q 

20 

SUBROUTINE LIST 
A LISTING OF CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES AFTER DEFORM TION, NOOAL 
FORCES, ANO TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS WITH INDETERMINATE PRESSURE IS 
POINTED. PHYSICAL COMPONENTS OF FORCtS ARE PRINTED. 
COMMON /A/N»NN,NF,P<150,8),IELM(150t3),IP(153,3),HP(150) 
WRITE I <S 1 CO) 
F 0«M A f (* 1 LIST OK CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES AFTER DEFORMATION*/// 

1 UXMOOE* 19**R-FINAL*23X*Z-FINAL* 23X*7HETA-FINAL*//) 
00 10 tsl,N 
UT = P(!,1)*1R0./J.1^159265'55rt98 
HHITF(2,23C) I. P<I,1), P (1,2 )« UT 
FORMAT (t»X, 13, 3X, 3E30.7, /) 
WRITE I 2>UQO1 
FORMAT CI LIST OF ELEMENT INDETERMINATE PRESSURES*///) 
WRITF(2,530) 
FOK1AT (<.X*EL£MENT NOOE 1 NOOE 2 NOOE 1* 10X, 
1 •INDETERMINATE PRESSURE*//) 
DO 5C 1=1, NN 
W«ITEI2,630> It (I ELM(I,J), J=l,3), HP{I) 
FORMAT <<»X * IU, IX, 319, F30.7, /> 
RETURN 
ENTRY LISTF 
WRITE(2,300) 
FORMATC*1 LIST OF PHYSICAL COMPONENTS OF NOOAL FORCES WRT THE * 

1 *3ASIS OF THE UNOEFORMEO CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES*///) 
WRITE (2,150) 
FORMAT UX*N30E* 19X*RA0IAL* 2<»X*AXlAL* 25X«CIRCUMFRENTIAL»//> 
00 20 1=1»N 
FT = P(I,b) * P 11,7) 
WRITE(2,200) I, P(I,<»), P (I«5) , FT 
kETUKN 
ENO 

LIST 5 
LIST 13 
LIST 11 
LIST 12 
LIST 15 
LIST 25 
LIST 30 
LIST 31 
LIST t»5 
LIST <*8 

LIST 50 
LIST 55 
LIST 330 
LIST 310 
LIST 320 
LIST 310 
LIST 3<*Q 

LIST 350 
LIST 360 
LIST 370 
LIST 399 
LIST 530 
LIST 510 
LIST 520 
LIST 521 
LIST 530 
LIST 
LIST 550 
LIST 560 
LIST 570 
LIST 99fl 
LIST 999 
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SUBROUTINE LOAO COC 6^00 FTN V3.0-P32« OPT=l 05/07/73 

SU3R0UTINE LOAO<I,FR,FZ,FT> LOAD 5 
c»»*» INITIAL LOAOING (FR,FZ » F T) IS PLACEO AT NOOE I , LOAD 10 
c»*»* THE UNKNOWNS AT NOOE I REMAIN UNCHANGLO. LOAO 11 
c»»»» (FR,F2,FT) COME IN AS PHYSICAL COMPONENTS ANO ARE CONVERTED LOAO 12 
c»**» TO CONTRAVAKIANT COHPONENTS. LOAD 13 

COMMON /A/N,NN,NF,P|150»8),IELH(150.3),IP(150» 3)« HP(150) LOAO 15 
P(I»m = FR LOAD 25 
P(I,5> s FI LOAD 30 
Plli6) = FT / P (I • 7)- LOAO 35 
RETURN LOAD <*0 
ENO LOAO *•5 

SUBROUTINE HAM COC 6^00 FTN V3.0-P32A OPT=i 05/07/73 

SUBRO'JT I ME HAM(AA, AB.AC) MAM 1 
C**»» MAM - MATRIX ADO MATRIX " MAM 10 

OIK£ N~ I ON AA(3 * 3 ) * A0(3,3), AC(3,3> HAH 15 
OO 1 J = l»3 HAH 20 

5 DO 1 1=1,3 MAM 25 
1 AC(I»J1=AA(I,J»+ABU,J) HAH 30 

RETURN MAM 35 
ENTRY MSH MAH 2J0 

C»»»» H'JM -MATRIX SUBTRACT MATRIX MAH 205 
10 OO 2 J=l,3 HAH 210 

OO 2 I=1i3 MAM 220 
2 AC(I«J)=AA'(I«J)-AB(ItJ) HAM 230 

RETURN MAM 299 
CNTRY MKM MAM *»00 

15 C**»* MATRIX MULTIPLICATION MAM UQ5 
OO 5 1 = 1, 3 MAH <.10 
OO 5 J = i, 3 MAM <»20 
AC (11J ) = 0. MAM <»30 
OO 5 K=lt 3 HAH 

20 5 AC(I.J) = AC (I * J) + AA(I,K» * AD(K,J) HAH <*50 
PETURN MAM <.99 
ENO HAM 999 



SUBROUTINE MMV CDC 6^00 FTN V3*0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE MMV{AA. V» W) MMV 1 
MHV - MATRIX HULTIPHEO INTO A VECTOR MMV 10 c*«*» VMM - VICTOR MULTIPLIED INTO A HATRIX HMV 15 
DIMENSION AA (3,3)» V < 3) , H (3) MMV 20 
DO 10 1 = 1.3 HMV 25 
H(I) = Q. HMV 3C 
DO 11 J : 1.3 HMV 35 

10 H (I )• = H (I) • AAII ,J) * VtJ) MMV (*0 

PETUPN HHV <•5 

FNTRY VMM HMV 50 
OIWC I = li 3 • HHV 55 
H (I) = 0 MMV 60 
OO 20 J = It 3 HHV 65 

20 H (I) = H(I) • V C J) *AA<J.I> HHV 70 

RETURN HMV 75 

END HMV 80 

\ 

SUBROUTINE MTM COC 6<T00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = L 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE MTM(AA.AT) HTH 1 
c»**» HATRIX TRANSPOSITION MTH 10 

OIM^NSIOfl AA(3.3 )« AT <3,3) HTM 15 
DO 5 1=1, 3 HTM 20 
OO 5 N=1. 3 MTM 25 

5 AT (N »M ) = AA (H.N) MTM 30 
PETJPN HTH *»5 
LNO MTM 50 
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SUBROUTINE NERA COC 61t00 FTN V3.0-P32B OPT = l 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE NERA NERA 1 
C**** NtWrON-PAPHSON SOLUTION OF THE COORDINATE-EGUILIORIUM ANO NERA 10 
£•*** iHCOMP^feSSlnlLlTY EQUATIONS FOR THE FINAL COORDINATES AND NERA 11 

THC iNW.rtrtKINATE PRESSURES. NERA 12 
5 c**»* NUM = NUMGrR OF THE CURRENT ITFRATION NERA 30 

c**** NMAX = MAXIMUM NUM9ER OF ITERATIONS. NERA 35 
C***» E = INC°CMENT FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENCES. NERA 1.0 
c*»** LP = MAX RESIDUAL FOR COt4VERGENCE NPRA 1*5 

COMMON /A/N,NN,NF,Ptl5O,0>,IELM(150i3>,IP(150,3),HP(150> NERA 100 
10 COMMON /C/ R(6Q0)* RFU50) NERA 110 

COMMON /O/ CP, CM NERA 115 
COMMON /E/ M, MF,IN(15d»3),IH(150I, IBM NERA 120 

c**** INITIALIZE PARAMCFERS NERA 230 
NUH = mw = o NEKA 205 

15 UMAX = 5 NERA 210 
E = l.t-3 NERA 215 
CP = l.E-10 N?RA 220 

c•••• ORDER THE EQUATIONS NERA 250 
CATL 0»<HR NERA 255 

20 C»"» LIST PROBLEM CHARACTERISTICS NERA 30C 
Ml = '1 • HF NERA 305 
KRIT-: (2,13C) HI* M, MF, E, EP, NHAX, I3W, CP, CM NERA 310 

lOU *Ow:iAf (///10X*DATA FOR SOLUTiCN OF EQUATIONS*// NER'A 320 
1 15X*VJM3r* OF UNKNOWNS - *13/ NERA 321 

25 2 15X*N'IMTCR OF EQUATIONS TO QE SOLVEO -  *13/ NERA 322 
3 1 v/* N l j M'l£R OF FORCE UNKNOWNS - *IV NERA 323 
k 15X * INCREMENT FOK PARTIAL DIFFERENCE - *E10.3/ NERA ZZU 
5 15X*MAX °ESIDUAL FOR CONVERGENCE - *E10.V NERA 325 
6 15X»MAX NUMBER OF ITcPATIONS - *13/ NcRA 326 

3C 7 15X«H;LF HA'JO WIHTH - *13/ NERA 327 
S i5X"*tSPONSS COEFFICIENTS - CP = *E10.3*, CM = *E10.3> NERA 329 
FIND RLGIOUALS NERA 350 

1C CALL R^OT NtRA T55 
C»»» • UE TERM IttT RESIDUAL NORM NERA (*30 

35 tR = A RJ 5 ( R (1) ) NERA <•05 
DO 20 1=2,M NERA <*10 
FRl R A n S (R(I)) NFRA «*15 

20 IF(CR »LT. ER1) ER = £R1 NERA (*23 
KKITE(2• 23 3) NUM, ER NEPA U25 

<t0 20 0 FORMAT (//ICX'RcSIOUAL NORM AFTER *13* ITERATIONS = «E15.7//) NERA <•30 
c**** TEST FOR CONVERGENCE, MAX ITERATION, DIVERGENCE NT RA 500 

IF(NUM .LO. Z) 300 M = ERU.E + 10 NERA 505 
iF (£R .GT. t'P) GOTO 30 NERA 510 
WRITEJ2,30u) NERA 515 

1.5 330 FORMAT (/* CONVERGENCE CRITERIA SATISFIEO*) NERA 520 
GOTO 90 NERA 525 

10 n tuun .Li. NttAX) GOTO «*0 NERA 0 50 
HRITFC2«<*00> NERA 535 

1*00 FORMAT(//* HAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS COMPLETED*) NERA 5<*0 
50 GOTO 93 NERA 5i*5 

1*0 IFCER .LT. QOOMI GOTO 50 NCRA 550 
HRITE12,50Q> NERA 555 

50G FORMAT<//• THIS SYSTEM HAS DIVERGED*) NERA 560 
STOP 76 NERA 5o5 

55 c**»* FIND PARTIAL DIFFERENCES. NERA 600 
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SUBROUTINE NERA COC 6<»00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = L 05/07/7J 

50 CALL PART(El NERA 605 
c*"»* SOLVE THE LINEAR SYSTCM. NERA br>0 

CALL JGAS(HtlBU) HERA 655 
c*»»* INCREHE.nr INOETERHINATE PRESSURE NERA 700 

60 DO 60 1*1 ,MN NERA 735 
MM = IH (I) NERA 710 

63 MP { I J - HP (I J • R<NH) NERA 715 
IliCP.c 1LHT COOKOINATE-UNKNOWNS NERA 750 
DO 70 1=1,N NERA 755 

65 DO 70 J=l,3 NERA 760 
KM = I N (I,J) NERA 765 
IF < flH • GC • P(IiJ) = P(I»J> • R<NH) NFRA 770 

70 CONTINUE NERA 775 
1NUEX ITERATION COUNTER ANO STAr<T OVER NERA 830 

70 HUM = ?JUH • 1 NERA 805 
CALL LIST NERA 837 
GOTO IC NERA 810 

c»*»* ASSIGN THE FORCE UNKNOWNS NEkA 900 
*0 DO I = t • N NtRA 905 

75 OO 95 J=1,3 HERA 910 
MH = I N (11J) NERA 915 
IF (NM »LE • 0) P 11» J* 3) = RF(-NH) NERA 920 

95 CONT I N'JE NERA 925 

CALL LISTF NERA 935 
80 PLTURN NERA 998 

END NERA 999 
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SUBROUTINE OROR COC 6<*00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

15 

20 

25 

35 

<»5 

50 

c***» 
c*»*» c*»»» 

c c***» 
C**" * 
c* *•* 
c**» * 
c«»»» 
c*«*» 

c**** 
1C 

Q»#»* 
20 c***» 

C»*« * 

30 

<*0 

c»*»* 
53 

SUBROUTINE OROR OROR i 
OkDtKlNG OF EQUATIONS SUCH THAT INCOMPRESSITILITY EQUATIONS OROR 10 
OCCUR IHLOIATELY FOLLOWING THF EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR THE OROR 11 
HOOPS OF THE ELEMENT. EOUILI3R1UM EQUATIONS AT NOOtS WHERE OKOR 12 
A FORCE IS UNKNOWN ARE OMITED. OROR 13 
COMMON /A/N»NN»NF»P(150|8)»IELH<153.3)»IP<151,3),HP<150> OROR 60 
COMMON /E/ H, MF »IN (150 # .3) »IH (15 0 ) * IRK OROR 70 
H = NUMJiEk OF COORCINA TES AND PKESSUKtS TO Ot DETERMINED. OROR 100 
HF = NUMTER OF FORCES TO Ot OETERMINEO. OKOR 105 
11 = NEXT NODE TO 0E ENTERED# OROR 110 
12 = NEXT ELEMENT TO BE ENTEREO. OROR 115 
13 = MAX NODE OF ELEHENT 12. ORDR 120 
IW = FKEEUOM AT NOOE II. ORDR 125 
INITIALIZE VARIABLES OROR 200 
M = MF s u ORDR 210 
II =12=1 ORDR 220 
FIND 13 OROR 330 
13 = ;ELM(I2,3) OROR 310 
IF (IFLM (12,2) .GT. 13) 13 = IELM(I2,2) ORDR 320 
IF(I£LM(I2,1) .GT. IJ) 13 = IELM(I2»1) OROR 330 
ELEMENT OR NOOE NEXT OROR «*00 
IF < 13 .LT. ID GOTO 50 OROR U10 
INSERT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS OROR 530 
DO ud I<• = 1 »3 OROR 510 
TEST FOR FORCE OR COORDINATE AS UNKNOWN ORDR 520 
IF (IP ( 11»I<*) .LE. 3) GOTO 30 ORDR 530 
MF = MF • 1 OROR 5UQ 
IN(I1,U) = -MF OROR 550 
GOTO t*Q • OROR 560 
H s M • 1 ORDR 570 

= M OROR 580 
CONTINUE ORDR 590 
11 = II • I OKOR 600 
GOTD 23 OROR 610 
INSERT INCOMPRESSIBILITY EQUATION ORDR 730 
P = M • 1 ORDR 710 
IH(I2) s M OROR 723 
12 = i2 • 1 OROR 730 
IF C12 .LE. NN) GOTO 10 ORDR 7UQ 
OtTERMlNF HALF BANO HIOTH OROR 830 
DO 5 1=1»NN OROR RIO 
00 5 Jl*lfJ ORDR 820 
J2 = If.LM(ItJl) OROR 333 
OO 5 J*»si,3 OROR 8>tQ 
J5 = IN(J2,Ji») OROR 650 
IF(J5 .LT. 0) GOTO 5 OROR 860 
J3 - IH(I) - J5 ORDR 070 
IF(J3 .GT. IOW) IBH = J3 ORDR 880 
CONTINUE OROR 890 
10H = IBM • 1 OROR 930 
RETURN ORDR 998 
END ORDR 999 
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SUOROUTINE NOOE COC 6400 FTN V3.0-P328 0PT=1 05/07/73 

10 

15 

SUBROUTINE NOOF 
C**»* A LISTING OF UNQEFORMEO NOOAL COOROINATES ANO NOOAL 

UNKNOWNS 15 SUPPLICO 
COMiON /A/M,NN,NF,P<150f8)»IELH(153«3)»IP(150,3) , HP(150) 
DIMENSION L (3) 
W R I T E ( 2 , 1 0 3 )  

10a FOMATIM LIST OF UNOEFORMEO NOOAL COOROINATES ANO NOOAL 
1 •UNKNOWNS*/// 4X*NOOE» 19X*R-ORIGIONAL* 19X*Z-ORIGIONAL* 
2 16X*RA0IAL AXIAL CIRCUMFRENTIAL*//) 
DO 10 1=1,N 
00 5 J = l, 3 
L(J) = 1HD 
1F(IP(I,J) •GT• 3) L(J) = 1HF 

5 CONTINUE 
1C WRITE(2,2oC> I, PCI,7), P(I,8), U(J),J=1,3) 
2:0 r ORM AT (4 X , 13, 3X,2E30.7,14X, 3R10, /) 

RETURN 
ENO 

NOOE 
NOOE 
NOOE 
NOOF 
NODE 
NOOE 
n o n e  
NOOE 40 
NOOE 45 
NOOE 
NODE 
NOOE 
NOOE 
NODE 
NOOE 
NOOE 

NODE 

NODE 

5 
10 
15 
20 
26 
30 

35 

50 
55 
60  
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
90 

I 
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SUBROUTINE PART COC 6<*00 FTN V3.Q-P326 OPT = L 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE PART(EI PART 1 
THF MATRIX A (11J) OF PARTIAL DIFFERENCES IS CONSTRUCTED. PART 10 
COKION /A/N,MN,NF,P(153,3>,IELM<15 0,J>,IP<t50,3>,HP(150> PART 100 
COMMON /n/l,XA<3>»OG(3.J),3I(3,3),U<3,3>,T(3»3),CC<3,3),AI PART 110 

5 COMMON /E/ M, Mf,IN(l5d»3>.IH(150). IBW PART 120 
COMMON / / A (3 0 3 f 50) PART 130 
DIMENSION 3(3,3>. CC3,3) PART 150 
ZE»0 THE HATKIX OF PARTIAL DIFFERENCES PART 230 
17 = 2»IBW - 1 PART 205 

10 00 10 1=1,H PART 210 
UO 10 J=1,17 PART 220 

10 A(t«J) - 0. PART 230 
CONSTRUCTION OF PAKTIAL DIFFEKENCES OF COORDINATE-EQUILIBRIUM PART 300 

c*** • ANO lNCCfiPRCSSI3lLlTY tQUATIONS WRT CUOROINATE-UNKNOWNS. PART 310 
15 c*** * I = ELCMENT NUHHER PART 120 

c»»»» 11 s LOCAL NODE OF ELEMENT I PART 330 
c«»»* 12 = GLOOAL NODE CORRESPONDING TO 11 PART 3<*0 
C«"» 17 = FREFOOM AT GLOBAL NODE 12 PART 350 
C"** !<• = LOCAL NODE OF ELEMENT I PART 360 

20 15 = GLOBAL NODE CORRESPONDING TO Ik PART 370 
16 = FREEDOM AT GL03AL NODE 15 PART 3 30 
DO 90 1=1»NN PART 390 
IJO 90 Il=l»3 PART <*J0 
12 = IE L M (I•11) PART <•10 

25 00 90 17=1,3 PART <*20 
IC = IM(12•17) PART <*30 
IF(IC .LE. 0) GOTO 90 PART <*<•0 
IC = IC •  IBH PART <*<•5 

CALL SIM2 PART <•50 

30 P (12 »I  7 ) = P < 12,17} • E/2. PART <*60 
CALL RCGT PART <*70 
CALL 13 <CCTRIF) PART <*60 
CALL STKS PART <*90 
CALL FNC0C9I PART 5U0 

35 P {12 »17 ) = P (12» 171 - E PART 510 
CALL RCGT PART 520 
CALL I I(CCTRIB) PART 530 

» CALL STkS PART 5<*0 
CALL FNOOIC) PART 550 

T«0 P(1211 7 ) = P(I2«I7) f E/2. PART 560 
2 R = IH(I» PART 570 
A (IK, IC-Ifc)= (KIF-R13) •2.»3.1<*15926535898*XAtl> «AI/E PART 580 
DO HO I<* = 1 * 3 PART 59C 
15 = IE IM (I, I<*) PART 630 

<.5 DO A3 10-1,3 PART 610 
IK = I Nt 15 »16) PART 6?0 
IF(iR . Gc. • 01 «(IR»IC-iR>=A<IRTIC-lR>MC<I<*,I6)-9<I«Ml6)l/t PART 630 

*0 CONTINUE PART 635 
90 CO'lT IN'JFC PART oUO 

5C c*»» * CON J T-<UCT ION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENCES OF COORDINATE-EQUIL ItiRlUM PART 830 C+ + ** EQUATIONS HRT INOETERMINATE PRESSURE. PART 801 
DO 139 1 = 1,NN PART 810 
CALL SIM2 PART 820 
CALL RCGT PART 825 

55 HP 11) = HPCII • E/2. PART 830 
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60 

65 

70 

CALL STRS 
CALL FNoncrn 
HP(Z T = HP(11 -  E 
CALL STRS 
CALL R NOD(C) 
HP I I I  = HP(I) •  E/2. 
IC S IH ( I)  •  IQW 
DO 131 11=1.3 
12 = I£LMU,I1> 
00 130 I /=L,3 
IR = IN (12 * 1 7 ) 
IF ( I  R .GE. 0) A{IR*IC-IR) = (C{I1.I7)-8(I1,I7M/E 

133 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
end 

PART 535 
PART 8«.o 
PART 8<*5 
PART 850 
PART 055 
PART 860 
PART 9\i0 
PART 910 
PART 920 
PART 930 
PART 9<»0 
PART 950 
PART 960 
PART 998 
PART 999 

SUBROUTINE PSTR COC 6<t00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

1* 

20 

SU"HOU::NE PSTR 
C*»** THE PHYSICAL COMPONENTS OF THE SECOND PIOLA-KIRCHHOFF STRESS 
C'»*» TFNSOR ARE PRINTED FOR EACH ELEMENT. 

COHMON /A/N*NN*NF*P (150 ,8)»IELM(15 J,3)»IP (150*3)*HP(150) 
COMMON' /U/I*XA(J)* OG (3 * 3)«QI(3*3)* U(3*3)* T(3* 3)* CC(3«3)•AI 
WRITE(2*3001 

330 FORMAT (* 1 PHYSICAL COMPONENTS OF THE SECONH PIOLA-KIRCHHOFF 
1 "STRESS TENSOR*///* 
1 3X*CL£MENT**10X,*T{;<R) *1UX»T(ZZ) *1UX+J (TT) UUX 
2 * T (PZ) • 14X*T(ZT) • lt»X*T<TR> »//) 
DO lu 1*1,NN 
CALL SIM2 
CALL RCGT 
CALL 3TPS 
T 33 = T (3*3) * XA(1>*»2 
T23 = T (2*3) » X A(1) 
T 31 = T ( 3 * 1) * X A (1) 

13 HRITE(2*50<J) I, T C1,11 
530 FORMAT (17* 6E/' 0,7* /) 

RETURN 
END 

T (2*2)* T33* T (1 * 2)* T23, T31 

PSTR 1 
PSTR 10 
PSTR 11 
PSTR 50 
PSTR 60 
PSTR 100 
PSTR 110 
PSTR 115 
PSTR 120 
PSTR 130 
PSTR 3Q0 
PSTR 310 
PSTR 320 
PSTR 3^0 
PSTR 5J0 
PSTR 510 
PSTR 520 
PSTR 700 
PSTR 710 
PSTR 998 
PSTR 999 
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SUBROUTINE RCGT CDC 6<*00 FTN V3.Q-P328 0PT=1 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE RCGT RCGT 1 
THE HlXtO RIGHT CAUCHY-GRtEN TENS09, CC(3,3), FOR ELEMENT I IS RCGT 10 
CALCULATED FROM THE 00U9LY COVARIANT, COVARIANT DERIVATIVES OF RCGT 11 

c*»»* THE UISPL ACEMENT, OG C 3 «3)• RCGT 12 

5 THe SECCNO INDEX OF CC(3,3) IS COVARIANT. RCGT 20 
COMMON /n/I,XA(3>,OG(3,3>,OI(3,3),U(3,3),T(3,3),CC(3,3),AI RCGT 80 
DIMENSION A(.J,i), 13(3,3), C(3,3), 0(3,3) KCGT 90 
CALL OEFG RCGT 130 
CALL MTM(OG,C) RCGT 110 

10 CALL KRONOL(0,1.) RCGT 120 
0(3,3) = l./(XA (1) )*»2 RCGT 130 
CALL TMT21(0,0G,A) RCGT l<TO 
CALL TMTU(A,DG,B) RCGT 150 
CALL HAM(DGFCRC) RCGT 160 

15 CALL HAM(C,0,C) KCGT 170 
CALL TMT 21(D,C,CC) RCGT 190 
0(3*3) = 1, RCGT 190 
CALL HAH(D,CC,CCI RCGT 2U0 
Rt TURN KCGT 993 

EO T ND RCGT 999 

SUBROUTINE RSDT COC 6<*00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUQKOUTINE RSOT RSOT 1 
c»«»» DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL VCCTORS R(J) AND RF(J). RSDT 10 

MJI = RESIDUALS FOR COOROINATE-EQUILI3RIUM ANO RSOT 15 
INCOMPKESSIBILITY EQUATIONS. RSDT lb 

5 RF(J) = RtSIOUALS F03 FORCi-EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS RSOT 20 
(EQUAL TO THE CORRESPONDING UNKNOWN FORCES) RSOT 21 

COMMON /A/N,NN,Nr , P (150,0),IELH(150,3),IP(153,3),HP(150) RSOT 100 
COMMON / fi /1, X A ( 3) ,OG(3»l),BI(3,3),U(3,3),T(3,3),CCi3,3),AI RSOT 110 

COMMON /C/ R(630) , RF(150) RSDT 120 

10 COMMON /E/ M, HF, IN(150 » 3),IH(150), IBM RSOT 130 
DIMENSION B (3» 3) RSOT 1<*0 

• SET R(J) COMPONENTS TO EXTERNAL APPLIEO LOADS ANO SET RSOT 200 
• c RF(J> EQUAL TO ZERO. RSDT 201 

CO 2 0 I«1,M PSOT 205 

15 DO 20 11=1«3 RSDT 210 
J = IN (1, 11) RSDT 215 
IF (J .GE. 0) GOTO 10 * RSDT 220 
PFl-J> s 0. RSOT 225 
GOTO 20 RSOT 230 

20 10 PIJ) = PCI,11*3) RSOT 235 

20 CONTINUE RSOT 2<*0 

C * * "  * SUUTKACT CLEMENT , NODAL FORCES FROM APPROPRIATE RESIDUAL. RSDT <*00 

00 60 I ~ 1, N N RSOT mo 

CALL SIM2 RSOT <*J0 

25 CALL RCGT RSOT <*30 

CALL 1?<CCVKXI RSOT <*<*0 

11 = IH C11 RSOT <*50 
P(I1) = (RI-1.)*2 .*3.1<*i592653589fl*XA(l)*AI RSOT <*60 

CALL 3TP3 RSOT <*70 

30 CALL FN00I3) RSOT <*40 
00 63 11=1,3 RSOT <*93 

12 = IELH (1,11) RSOT 500 
00 6i 17=1,3 RSOT 510 
J = IN (12,17) RSDT 520 

35 IF(J •GE. 0) GOTO 1*0 RSDT 530 
RF (-JI = RF(-J) • 0(11,17) RSOT 5<*0 

GOTO 60 RSOT 550 
tiO R (J) = R(J) - 0(11,17) RSOT 560 

60 CONTINUE RSDT 5 70 
<*C RETURN RSOT 998 

END RSOT 999 
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SUBROUTINE SIM? COC 6*»00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = i 05/07/73 

10 

15 

25 

SU9ROUTINE SIH2 
THE AKhA AI AND COEFFICIENT ARRAYS BI(N,I) AMO AN(J) FOR A 2-0 

C*99* SIHPlEX OAStn ON MATERIAL COORDINATES ARE OF.TEPMlNED. ALSO* THE 
C•••• AVERAGE COORdlNATES OF THE SIMPLEX,XA, ARE RETURNED. 

AI = ODEN-EQUQ. 1Q6C) = UNDEFOKMED AREA OF ELEMENT I 
C'*** BI(N,I) = OOc'N-EQ(lJ. 1068) « N = LOCAL NODE, I = DIRECTION 
CAN(J) = ooen-EOriO.lOftA), J = LOCAL NODE 

COMMON /A/N,NN,NF,P(153,8) ,IELM(150,3) ,IP(150,3),HP(i50) 
COKHON /B/I,<A(3),0G(3,3),BI(3,3>,U(3,3)»T(3t3),CC{3,3)tAI Ml = ICLH{I,1I 
N2 = IFLH (1,21 
HZ = ILLH(I»3) 
A 1 = P(h2,7)* P(N3,8) • P(N1,7)*P(N2,8) • P(N1,8)*P<N3,7) 
AI = A I - P (N2 » 7)* P(N1,8) - P(N2,/H»P(N3t7> - P(N1»7)*PCN3,8I 
2FUMAI .LF. 1.E-1U) STOP 70 

(P(N2» 8) 
(P(N3,8) 
(PINlt 8) 
(PINj,7) 
(P(N1,7) 
(P(N2,7) 

20 

Di(i,n 
DI (2,1) 
U I ( 3 , 1 ) 
LI (1,21 Rl (2,2) 
01(3,2) 
nici.m 
AI - A«J 
U O  2 2  J - 7 f H  
XA(J-6> = < P(N1,J) 
X A ( J ) = 0 . 

PE TURN 
CND 

dl (2,3) = 31(3,3) = 
(Ai/2.) 

P(N3,8))/AI 
P(N1,8I)/AI 
P(H2,d))/AI 
P(H2,M ) /AI 
P (N 3 , 7 ) ) / AI 
P(N1,7))/AI 

0. 

• P(N2 «J) • P(N3,J))/3. 

SIM2 
SIMS 
SIH2 
SIM2 
SIH2 
SIM? 

SIM2 
SIM2 
S1M2 
SIH2 
SIM2 
SIM2 
SIH2 

SIH2 
SIM? 
SIH2 
SIH2 
SIM2 
SIH2 
SIM2 100 
SIM2 105 
SIH2 107 
SIM2 12l» 
SIH2 130 
SIM2 135 
SIH2 IkQ 
SIM2 1<*5 
SIH2 150 

1 
10 
15 
20 
25 

30 
31 
35 
t* 5 

50 

55 
6 0  
65 

70 

75 80 
85 
90 
95 

SU&ROUFINE SMM COC 6<»00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

, 'SUBROUTINE SMM(S,AA,A3) SMM 1 
£•«*« SMM - SCALAR MULTIPLIED INTO MATRIX SMM 10 

OIHEN3IGN AA(3,3), AS(3,3) SMM *15 
00 1 1=1,3 SMM 20 

5 DO 1 J=1«3 SMM 25 
1 AO(I,J> = S* AA(1,J) SMM 30 

Rt TURN SMM 35 
ENO SUM kO 
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SUBROUTINE STRS COC 6<*00 FTN V3.0-P328 0PT=1 05/07/73 

10  

15 

20 

25 

30 

SUBROUTINE STRS STRS 1 c»*»» THE OOUDLY CONTRAtfARIANT SECOND PIOLA-KIRCHHOFF STRESS TENSOR STRS 10 c«»»» T (3*3) FOR AM INCOMPRtSSIBLE HOONcY MATERIAL IS CALCULATEO STRS 11 
C»»M FROM THE MIXED RIGHT CAUCHY-GREEN TENSOR CC<3,3), USING STRS . 12 c*»»» (NLFT-*»9. 71 WITH THE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS OF <NLFT-^9.5>» STRS 13 c»*** PEPRESFNTEO HERE AS CP ANO CM. STRS 1<* 

COMMON /A/N,NN,NF,PC150,«J tlELM(150,3> , IP<151.3) .HPI150) STRS 25 
COMMON /n/i,XA(3l,0G<3,3>,BI<3,3).Ul3,3>.T(3,3),CC(3.3),AI STRS 30 
COMMON /D/ CP» CM STRS 33 
DIMENSION A (3« 3) « 8(3,3), C(3,3), 0(3,3) STRS 35 c*«*» CONST?UCT THE MIXEO INVERSE OF CC<3»3) USING THE STRS 230 c*»*» CAYLTY-HAMILTON THEOREM (CFT-APP-3fl.10>. STRS 201 
CALL 11<CC,CI1> STRS 210 
CALL I <M CC,CI2 > STRS 220 
CiLL <»0*JDL<A,CI2> STRS 230 
CALL MVH(CC,CC,B> STRS 2t»0 
CALL SMKCCI1»CC,C) STRS 250 
CALL M5M([),C»0) STRS 260 
CALL MAM(0,A»A> STRS 270 
PI = HP C11 STRS t* 10 

c**»* CONSTRUCT THE HIXEO. SECOND PIOLA-KIRCHHOFF STRESS TENSOR STRS 60 0 c»»»* C(3» J)« 8Y (NLrT-49«7). STRS o 01 
CZ ' CP - CI1'*CM STRS 610 
CALL K«CrinL (ii»CZ) STRS 62C 
CALL SMr(CMtCCtC> STRS 630 
CALL MAM {HiC» T) STRS 635 
CALL SMM(PI»AfO) STRS 6 V] 
C&LL MSM(T.O,C> STRS 650 c»»»» RAISE THE SECONO INDEX OF C<3,3> STRS 800 
CALL <«ONOL<A,l.) STRS 610 
A(3« 3) * 1•/(XA(1)) * *2 STRS 820 
CALL MMM(C,A,T) STRS 630 
RETURN STRS 998 
END STRS 999 

SUBROUTINE SUP COC 6WQ0 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT=l 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE S UPfl) SUP 1 
C•••• THE EXTERNAL NOOAL FORCES AT GLOBAL NODE I BECOME UNKNOWNS. SUP 10 

COMMON /A/N, N N • N F • P(150 t 8) »IELM(15J, 3),IP(150,3)t HP (150) SUP 20 
IP C I tils'* SUP 35 

5 IP (I * 2 ) = 5 SUP <*5 

FNTP.Y SUPT SUP 50 
IP (113) = b SUP 60 
RETURN SUP 65 
ENTRY SUPR SUP 70 

10 10(1,1) = <t SUP 80 
W.TU'N SUP 85 
ENTRY SUP2 SUP 90 
IP (I .2) = 5 SUP 100 
RETURN SUP 105 

15 fcNO SUP 110 
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SUBROUTINE: TRI CDC 6«*00 FTN V3.0-P328 0PT = 1 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINF TRI(I,J,K> TRI 5 
A TRIANGULAR FINITE ELEMENT WITH GLOBAL NOOES I,J,K IS OEFINEO TRI 10 
COMMON /A/N»NN,NF,P(150,8I,IELMC150,3>,IP(150»3)•HP<150) TRI 15 
NN = NN • 1 TRI 25 

5 IELM<NN«1) = I TRI 30 
IELM(NN,2) = J TRI 35 
IELM (NN»3) = K TRI <»0 
HPiriNl = 0. TRI t»2 
RETURN TRI <*5 

U ENO TrtI 50 

SUBROUTINE TMT21 COC 6*»00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = i 05/07/73 

SUOROUTINE TM T21(AA,AO,AC > TMT 1 
AA, A3 ARE SECOND ORDER QUANTITIES OF DIMENSIONS A A < 3, 3) , TMT 10 

c AO( J, 3) OViR WHICH A C ON TRACTION IS TO BE PERFORMED. TMT 15 
THe KA I:il)e.X OF AA IS TO BE SUMMED INTO THE KO INOEX OF AO, ANO TMT 20 

5 ThC UlT PLACED IN AC. TMT 25 
DIMENSION AA(3 ,3) , AB <3, 3), AC(3,3) , AO (3 ,3) , AE(3 ,3 ) TMT 30 
CAtt. MKH{AA,A3,AC) TMT 60 
RETURN TMT 65 
ENTRY JHT11 TMT 67 

13 CALL MTM(AA,AO) THT 70 
CALL HMH(AO,AB,AC) TMT 75 
PETU3N TMT ao 
ENTRY TMT12 TMT 83 
CALL 1TM(AA,A0) TMT 65 

15 CALL MTM(A3,AE) TMT 90 
CALL MMM(AO,.AL,AC) TMT 95 
RETURN TMT 100 
ENTRY THT22 TMT 103 
CALL MTM(AB,AO) TMT 105 

20 CALL MMM(AA,AO tAC) TMT 110 
RETURN TMT 115 
ENO TMT l<fO 

SUBROUTINE VAV COC 6^00 FTN V3.0-P328 OPT = l 05/07/73 

SUBROUTINE VAV (V1,V2,V3) VAV 1 
c»»»» VAV - VECTOR AOOEO TO VECTOR VAV 10 
c*»** Vi>V - VECTOR SUBTRACTED FROM VECTOR VAV 15 

DIMENSION VI(3), V2<3), VJC3I VAV 20 
00 10 J = 1,3 VAV 20 

10 V3(JI = V1(J) + V2U> VAV 25 
RETURN VAV 30 
ENTRY VSV VAV 35 
00 20 J - 1,3 VAV <*0 

20 V3 (J) = V1(J) - V2(J) VAV U S  
RETURN VAV 50 
END VAV 55 
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